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More and more the core value of businesses is the professionals and their
knowledge which in turn makes them crucially valuable for firms. Potential future
employees have changing demands towards firms and thus force companies to be
more about their social and environmental impact, in order to stay attractive as an
employer. This master’s thesis follows two key concepts and their relation to one
another, corporate social responsibility (CSR) and talent acquisition, and examines
them in the context of professional service firms (PSFs). The aim of this research is
to get more understanding of the changes and the nature of today’s recruitment
market, and to especially view it from a human-capital-focused industry. This study
is done as a mixed methods research with multiple case study interviews as the
qualitative part and a web-based survey as the quantitative part. The combined
findings from both studies suggest that CSR merely acts as modern tool to stay
relevant in the job market field. In turn, from the perspective of potential future
employees, outstanding CSR activity does not outweigh other more tangible factors
in career decision making. Moreover, the results suggest that a more holistic image
management approach should be the foremost activity for the talent acquisition
professionals in these knowledge intensive service firms.
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Yritysten arvoa luovat yhä enemmän asiantuntijat ja heidän tietotaitonsa, mikä tekee
heistä kriittisen arvokkaita yrityksille. Potentiaalisten työntekijöiden muuttuvat
vaatimukset yrityksiä kohtaan pakottavat yrityksiä olemaan tietoisia sosiaalisista ja
ympäristöllisistä vaikutuksistaan pysyäkseen houkuttelevana työnantajana. Tämä
Pro Gradu -tutkielma käsittelee kahta keskeistä konseptia, yritysvastuuta ja
strategista rekrytointia, ja niiden välistä suhdetta sekä tarkastelee niitä
asiantuntijaorganisaatioiden kontekstissa. Tämän tutkimuksen tarkoituksena on
saada lisää ymmärrystä tämän päivän rekrytointimarkkinoiden luonteesta, sekä
erityisesti tutkia sitä inhimilliseen pääomaan keskittyneellä toimialalla. Tämä
tutkielma on toteutettu monimenetelmätutkimuksena, jossa monitapaustutkimuksen
haastattelut toimivat kvalitatiivisena osana ja Internet-pohjainen kysely taas
kvantitatiivisena osana. Tutkimusten yhdistetyt tulokset viittaavat siihen, että
yritysvastuu toimii lähinnä vain modernina välineenä, jolla yritys voi pysyä
relevanttina

työmarkkinoilla.

Potentiaalisten

tulevaisuuden

työntekijöiden

näkökulmasta katsottuna ylivoimainen yritysvastuullisuus ei kuitenkaan ylitä muita
konkreettisempia asioita urapäätöksenteossa. Lisäksi tulokset viittaavat siihen, että
kokonaisvaltaisempi mielikuvan johtaminen tulisi olla ensisijainen aktiviteetti
strategisen rekrytoinnin asiantuntijoille näissä tietointensiivisissä palveluyrityksissä.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Today’s modern organisations are a part of the continuously evolving world and are
confronted with globalisation, technological development, environmental problems
and demographic changes that constantly reshape the business landscape. These
changes have not only affected organisations but also its stakeholders, such as
customers and employees, whose expectations and demands towards companies
have significantly changed.

One of the main reasons for the increase of social and environmental responsibility,
has been globalisation and free flow of information. Prospective job applicants and
future employees are becoming more aware of corporations’ effects on the society
and the environment, and thus force companies to be more about their social
impact, in order to stay attractive as an employer. Moreover, corporate incentives to
act more responsibly are intended to attract the most promising employees and to
have a competitive advantage in the competition amongst companies for the best
talents.

This thesis follows the notion of two key concepts and their relation to one another,
corporate social responsibility and talent acquisition, and examines them in the
context of professional service firms. Those concepts set the aim for this thesis to
pursue to examine how corporate social responsibility (CSR) affects talent
acquisition in large professional service firms (PSFs). The aim is to get more
understanding of the changes and the nature of today’s recruitment market, and to
especially view it from a human-capital-intensive industry. This thesis is divided into
two main goals. First, scientific analysis and literature review is introduced to two
main topics: talent acquisition and corporate social responsibility, and to some
relative and supporting concepts, as well as to key theories explaining the
phenomenon. Second, the empirical analysis is conducted by studying two large
professional service firms working in the same industry and how they have utilised
CSR in their talent acquisition activity, as well as how newest employees of these
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firms perceive responsibility as an affecting factor in career decision making. The
purpose of the introduction chapter is to provide an insight into the research topic
and reasons behind this research. The introduction chapter of this thesis starts by
describing the research background, objectives and main questions. They are
followed with the description of limitations and structure of the study.

1.1.

Research background and theoretical framework

The term “the war for talent” originates from McKinsey & Company and even though
it was first appeared in the late 90’s, it still resonates for modern organisations and
their managers because it reflects the truth that talented employees are a crucial
driver for future operations and corporate success. This means that the profitability
and attractiveness of the firm is dependent on the firm’s readiness to recognise
current and future employees as one of the most important stakeholders to
organisational growth and development. (Auger et al., 2013; Tkalac Verčič & Sinčić
Ćorić, 2018) This talent acquisition challenge of firms means that issues such as
how to become attractive to large pool of potential future employees, how to create
easily approachable and appealing recruiting process, what combination of job and
organisational attributes are most compelling to talented people, and how to design
a work environment and culture that will retain such people, are ever so present and
one of the most important current concerns for firms (Auger et al., 2013). Current
literature and academics suggest that the firm’s social responsibility activity might
be an effective and innovative tool to solve these talent challenges (BarrenaMartínez et al., 2015).

As things such as digitalization and robotic process automation (RPA) continue to
develop, it means that the nature of work is also changing in many industries. More
and more the core value of business offerings are the professionals and their
knowledge. This brings interesting factors to the research on professional service
firms (PSFs), traditionally defined as firms such as auditing, law, IT, consulting and
accounting firms. However, it is somewhat surprising that research on them seems
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to be relatively sparse, even when PSFs play an important role with their global
reaching economic power, but also but also in terms of their dominance and
influence on institutionalising international management practices, accounting
standards, and global corporate and commercial laws. Furthermore, in relation to
the talent war issue mentioned above, researching the micro issues such as human
resource management challenges, and more specifically talent acquisition in PSFs
presents an interesting topic due to the knowledge intensive nature of these firms
and also how their approach to manage important human assets, can give insight
to other organisational settings. (Kaiser et al. 2015; Suseno & Pinnington, 2017)
Moreover, the little what is known about the HRM practices and policies in these
firms are often based on anecdotal evidence. This limited amount of research is
even more surprising given that professional service firms have been affected by
the ‘war for talent’. (Richter et al., 2008; Suseno & Pinnington, 2017) As mentioned,
the issue on how human capital challenges are managed in PSFs is relevant in a
broader context and in other organisational settings. Established ways on how PSFs
manage their professional workforce can be beneficial to other knowledge intensive
organisations who struggle with similar HRM issues. Furthermore, understanding
and recognizing recruitment methods in PSFs is relevant also because of the
importance of professionals in modern society. Because of the influence of
professionals on societal norms and views, together with the global role and
importance of PSFs in their entirety, it is crucial to understand the social stratification
of recruiting these professionals. (Kaiser et al., 2015)

In the early 1990s a branch of literature on PSFs emerged, and this new orientation
to professional service firms brought up the issue of retaining and motivating highly
skilful professionals, and it was linked to the emerging research on knowledgeintensive firms, of which PSFs are often used as prime examples. (Von
Nordenflycht, 2010) However, the difficulty of trying to collect valid aggregate data
about the professional service firm sector emerges from the fact that there is no
commonly accepted definition on what is a PSF amongst researchers. In many
occasions, researchers have either undefined or indirectly defined the term PSF
only with a list of example firms. In his paper Von Nordenflycht (2010) identified
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more than 30 different highly knowledge-driven sectors that scholars have applied
the term PSF into, ranging from the most common ones such as consulting, law,
and accounting firms, to the more rarely used ones such as real estate agencies,
hospitals, IT firms, advertisement agencies, and universities. It is hard to test the
distinctiveness of PSFs with existing theories, when there are no boundary
conditions for the definition of PSFs (Von Nordenflycht, 2010). Furthermore, some
classifications for PSFs have been presented in the academic literature, ranging
from different kinds of firms with common characteristics to basic types of
organisational archetypes. From the classifications identified by authors Von
Nordenflycht (2010) and Richer et al. (2008), this thesis focuses on case firms which
can be seen as Classic PSFs and also represent the MPB-archetype (managed
professional businesses) of organisations.

Even though common features of professional service firms still remain somewhat
ambiguous, a narrower definition of PSFs and their specific characteristics has been
developed in recent academic literature. The most distinctive one is knowledge
intensity, which means creating value by solving client problems and providing
services that require expert skills and knowledge. The professional workforce, highly
qualified individuals with client-specific and technical know-how, are the core assets
of the firm and the base for providing relationship-based, knowledge- and valuedriven strategic solutions for clients. Moreover, these professional individuals have
distinct identity, need for decentralisation, autonomy and participatory decisionmaking, and have informal reporting and structures. (Kaiser et al., 2015; Alvehus,
2018; Suseno & Pinnington, 2017)

These above-mentioned factors combine the research gap for this thesis which is
presented in Figure 1. It comes from the fact that there has been little previous
research focusing on the relationship between CSR and talent acquisition in the
context of large professional service firms. However, there has been some amount
of research focusing on these topics and context and namely one from authors Bode
and Singh (2018). Their study focused on examining the reasons for employee
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interest to participate in strategic corporate social initiatives which are often justified
by citing talent management benefits. Their results show that a majority of
individuals are willing to accept financial cuts for this participation, even in the
context of their study of commercially-driven and profit-focused industry as
management consulting. (Bode & Singh, 2018)

Figure 1. Background and research gap

Talent acquisition is comprised of many interconnected activities related to the
attraction and selection of new future employees and that is why previous literature
shows that concepts such as employer branding, corporate social responsibility and
reputation have similar antecedents and overlap between each other (Tkalac Verčič
& Sinčić Ćorić, 2018). These concepts help to understand the topic of this thesis
and also assist in selecting key theories explaining the phenomenon being studied.
Moreover, previous research, especially on employer branding, has shown that
perceived CSR image of a firm influences its attractiveness to prospective job
applicants. In particular, a good corporate social reputation can potentially enhance
job applicant’s interest due to the perceived value fit with the firm (P-O fit theory),
anticipated pride from being affiliated with a responsibly reputational firm (social
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identity theory), and expectations about how well the firm treats its employees
(signalling theory). (Puncheva-Michelotti et al., 2018)

Figure 2. Theoretical framework of the thesis

Figure 2 represents the theoretical framework in which this thesis involves around.
It shows all the main concepts and the chosen context as well as theories trying to
explain and answer the main research problem. Figure 2 presents the entity on
talent acquisition itself and also the concepts which are closely related to it. It also
shows the three selected theories, namely signalling theory, social identity theory,
and person-organisation fit theory.

1.2.

Research objectives and research questions

The research problem of this thesis resonates the current state of recruitment
markets. The current state is two-folded because companies are trying to find
specific set of skills for specific roles and positions but at the same time
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requirements of what job applicants want from the hiring company have also
become more specific. These changes have partly happened because new and
younger generations have entered the job market and they might have differing
needs and values for working life. Many industries have recognised this change in
the job applicants’ minds and are trying to find solutions for it. The other reason
behind this is that demands for companies regarding to their effect and actions
towards the society and environment have tighten in recent years. Thus, the main
objective of this study is to find out how the pressure of acting socially responsibly,
either coming from the society or job applicants, has affected the talent management
issues of modern organisation. The main research question is therefore:
How does corporate social responsibility (CSR) affect talent acquisition in large
professional service firms (PSFs)?
The other part of the main research question shows the context of this study
because these talent management and attraction issues are especially relevant for
knowledge-intensive firms such as professional service firms. It is because the main
source of success and competitive advantage for these firms comes from the skills
and knowledge of their employees. The aim is to understand how these large
knowledge organisations have dealt with the changes in the job market and how
that has reflected to the development and growth of their businesses.

Talent acquisition is not any more about recruiting and selecting the best candidates
from a large pool of job applicants but rather having the right kinds of ways to reach
talented people and to be seen as an attractive option as an employer. Thus,
employer branding has become an affective tool for modern organisations to
influence their image as an employer to targeted prospective job applicants. As
previously mentioned, good CSR reputation and activeness in responsibility issues
might be one possible answer to talent war issues. It emerges from the fact that
good CSR image is part of overall good image reputation which in turn means being
a more attractive future employee for job applicants. Therefore, these two concerns
are addressed by the following sub-questions:
1. How PSFs use employer branding in their recruiting and talent attraction?
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2. In what ways PSFs use CSR image in their talent acquisition activities?
The purpose is to deepen the understanding of the image management mechanism
behind talent attraction strategies of these firms. The aim is also to find out how
these firms have chosen to position and communicate about themselves to their
targeted employee audience.

The objective is to get an overall picture of what modern recruiting looks like in
professionals service firms. Simultaneously, the aim is to also understand the job
applicants in this specific industry and how they evaluate job offers and career
decisions in today’s job market. Thus, the following last sub-question is addressed:
3. How much CSR factors influence career decision making for job applicants?

1.3.

Delimitations and structure of the thesis

The focus of the thesis is in the context of global professional service firms which
offer accounting, law, auditing and other consulting services. The main focus is on
the recognition of ways and strategies which these firms have chosen for the
modern recruiting challenges, fuelled by corporate social responsibility demands.

The first limitation of this thesis comes from the fact that PSFs do not have any
general definition, and often only have a list of common characteristics and example
firms. This means that any organisation that has skilful professionals as employees
to solve specific client problems can be considered as a professional service firm.
However, for this thesis other knowledge-intensive organisations such as
universities, hospitals and purely law and IT-firms are left out and only a few selected
ones are being studied. This delimitation is done for the purpose of better
comparison between selected case companies and because of their similar
characteristics such as size and recruitment process. Another limitation is that this
thesis only focuses on the Finnish subsidiaries of the selected large global
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professional service firms. This was done to delimit pool of potential survey
participants and to have better reachability to them, as well as of better knowledge
of the Finnish recruiting scene and job market.

This thesis is constructed by the following structure. After the introduction and
description of background of the research, the thesis is comprised of theoretical and
empirical parts. The theoretical part has three sections being presented. First
theoretical part presents the chosen three theories of signalling, social identity and
person-organisation fit theory that emerged from the literature review. Second part
explains the entity of talent acquisition, as well as its relative concepts of familiarity,
reputation, attractiveness, employer image and branding, to it. Last theoretical part
defines the affecting factor behind this research, corporate social responsibility and
explains its meaning and linkage to talent attraction and recruiting. The last part is
also viewed from the context of this thesis which is the human resource
management in professional service firms.

After the theoretical literature review, the empirical part of the research is conducted.
First section focuses on representing and justifying the chosen research
methodology, including research approach, methods and data collection techniques
being used. The second part of the empirical section includes the results from the
mixed methods studies and represents the overall findings of both the thematic
analysis of the case study interviews as well as the conducted survey. This is
followed by discussion that covers reflection of these findings regarding to the
existing literature as well as to research questions being studied. Finally, the
summary of main results is presented in conclusions, as well as implications,
limitations and future directions of the study are discussed.
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2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

The purpose of this chapter is to represent the theoretical background and literature
for the main concepts of this thesis. This chapter starts by explaining three most
relevant theories for this research, namely signalling, social identity, and personorganisation fit theory. This is followed by the description of the entity of talent
acquisition, which includes themes such as recruiting, corporate familiarity and
reputation, employer image, attractiveness and branding. Finally, themes of
sustainability and corporate social responsibility, and their relationship to talent
attraction and recruiting are presented as well as discussed in the chosen context
of professional service firms.

2.1.

Signalling, social identity and person-organization fit theory

There are numerous theories trying to explain the outcomes of employer brand and
image in recruiting and talent attraction. The most often used ones include social
identity theory (Tajfel & Turner 1979) and signalling theory (Spence 1973). In
addition, person-organization fit theory (Chatman 1989) can be used to reflect the
strength between recruiting and signalling from both the firm’s and the applicant’s
point of view. (Karasek & Bryant, 2012; Lievens & Slaughter, 2016)

2.1.1.

Signalling theory

Signalling happens every day and all around us, and thus organisations signal about
themselves for example in their annual report, recruitment marketing and
advertisements (Karasek & Bryant, 2012). Signalling theory has been used to
describe a situation and behaviour when two parties, either organisation or
individuals, have access to different information. In most cases, the sender party
chooses whether and how to ‘signal’ that information, and the receiving party
chooses a way to interpret it. (Connelly et al., 2011) As individuals assess firms and
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draw conclusions about them by means of the clues they receive, firms can
consciously choose what kind of information it wants to communicate in order to
draw the attention of targeted potential stakeholders (Magbool et al., 2016). For
example, an organisation may signal about their environmental certificates to
prospective stakeholders in order to emphasize their sustainable practices and
environmental advocacy. This will send a positive signal, and hence increase their
organisational attractiveness.

Michael Spence’s (1973) article about job market signalling laid the foundation for
signalling theory to be used in human resource management research. Nowadays,
number of studies have investigated the signalling that happens during a recruitment
process, and how firms can use these signals to influence applicant attraction.
(Connelly et al., 2011; Celani & Singh, 2011) Most of the time job applicants do not
have complete information about the firm, so they interpret and construe recruiting
activities and other information as signals about unknown characteristics of the firm.
Especially in the early stages of the recruitment process, it is very hard for applicants
to attain substantial information about many aspects about the position before
entering the organisation. As such, applicants use available job advertisement
information as signals to understand and draw conclusions about the quality and
culture of the organisation. (Turban & Cable, 2003; Celani & Singh, 2011; Ganesan
et al., 2018) Moreover, job applicants also use signals about image characteristics
(such as financial success, CSR reputation, various employer certifications) to
picture what working in there might be, from the limited amount of information
available to them (Lievens & Slaughter, 2016). It should also be noted that existing
employees send powerful signals to job applicants about how well they would fit in
and what working for the organisation would be like. People are often more
comfortable and attracted to others they identified as similar to themselves than to
those perceived as dissimilar. (Cable & Turban, 2001)

The need for good signals about the firm is crucial at a time when the success of
firms, especially in PSFs, is tied to a high quality and talented workforce (Karasek
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& Bryant, 2012). For firms to understand and apply signalling theory, it would enable
them to design recruitment activity in the most applicant attracting way (Celani &
Singh, 2011).

2.1.2.

Social identity theory

The social identity theory (SIT) was primarily developed by Henri Tajfel and John
Turner in 1979 and it offers a social-psychological perspective and support for the
connection between attraction, recruiting and employer brand image (Karasek &
Bryant, 2012; Ashfort & Mael, 1989). According to the theory, social identity is part
of an individual’s self-concept and it comes from the knowledge of a membership to
certain social group(s) together with the emotional significance and value of that
membership. (Backhaus and Tikoo, 2004; Van Dick et al., 2005) Stated differently,
it means that based on specific group memberships, people classify themselves and
others into social categories which in turn subjectively affects individual’s selfconcept. The groups people belong to are crucial in creating self-esteem and a
sense of pride for them, but their self-concept is also dependent on the relevance
and importance of those group memberships. (Turban & Cable, 2003; Magbool et
al., 2016) Moreover, it means that individuals can have multiple identities with the
groups they affiliate with and can act differently in varying social situations
depending on the different group. (Learning Theories, 2015) Social identity theory
(SIT) suggest three basic assumptions in the underlying process of enhancing and
maintaining feeling of self-worth and self-esteem; (1) all individuals pursue a positive
self-esteem, (2) individual’s social identity and part of their self-concept is derived
from belonging to certain social groups, and (3) comparison with relevant out-groups
can maintain or enhance a positive social identity. (Van Dick et al., 2005)

According to the social identity theory, people tend to classify themselves as well as
others into various social groups and categories. In addition, different individuals
may use different categorization methods and thus a person may be classified into
many categories. Categories are often defined and formed based on prototypical
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characteristics derived from the group members. This social classification has two
functions it serves. First, it cognitively segments the surrounding social environment
and therefore provides individuals a systematic way to define others as well as to
assign them with prototypical characteristics of that certain category, even when
they are not necessarily reliable. Second, it allows individuals to define or locate
themselves in the social environment. Overall, one’s self-concept is composed of a
personal identity containing idiosyncratic characteristics and a social identity
containing fundamental group classifications. Therefore, social identification is the
concept of oneness with or belongingness to some specific entity. (Ashfort & Mael,
1989)

The idea that people define themselves in terms of for example their organisational
membership means that their self-concepts are influenced partly by the attributes
that others interpret about that membership and the reputation of that particular
group (Turban & Cable, 2003; Backhaus and Tikoo, 2004; Lievens & Slaughter,
2016). Because corporate reputation indicates social status of the firm and its
position related to its competitors, organisational association reflects this social
status also on the organisational members. Organisations with positive reputations
and which are viewed in a positive light, reflect favourably towards existing and
future members, who gain desirable outcomes such as approval from others, and
these firms have easier in attracting more job applicants than firms with less great
reputation. (Turban & Cable, 2003; Karasek & Bryant, 2012)

2.1.3.

Person-organization fit theory

In 1987 Benjamin Schneider elaborated on the key idea that organisational cultures
play an important role in attraction and selection of new employees and created the
attraction-selection-attrition (ASA) framework. Moreover, in 1989 Jennifer Chatman
continued the ASA model and changed the focus to value congruence between
individual and organisation, and this definition has become the commonly accept
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description of the concept of person-organisation (PO) fit. (Psychology Research
and Reference, 2019)

Person-organisation fit can be described as a compatibility between organisations
and people, based on the conformability of values and norms between them
(Chatman, 1989; Psychology Research and Reference, 2019). Following this
definition, individuals will be most attracted to organisations to which they have
cultural and value congruence together with, and therefore potential applicants
interpret organisational characteristics in the light of their own values. This results
in that the applicant’s perceived fit is based on their own assessment of the
interaction between qualities of the organisation and their personal values. (Behrend
et al., 2009)

Previous research has emphasized that selection, socialization and recruitment to
be correlatives of the person-organisation fit. Moreover, these three processes also
closely follow the components of attraction, selection and attrition of the ASA model.
During the recruitment process, firms seek to present a particular image of
themselves to the potential applicants and at the same time applicants compare and
reflect this employer image to their personal values and needs. Job applicants
create this image and draw inferences about the organisational culture based on
any available information such as recruitment materials and interactions with current
employees of the firm. Existing literature suggest that both the recruiters and job
applicants consider the person-organisation fit during the recruitment process and
selection decision. The better the match between the individual values and the
values of the firm, the more attracted the job applicants are to the organisation and
the firm to them. (Backhaus & Tikoo, 2004; Psychology Research and Reference,
2019)
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2.2.

Talent acquisition

The term talent acquisition is nowadays embraced by all types of organisations and
is often paired with the term recruiting. However, these two are distinctively different
because recruiting is only one part of whole talent acquisition. Recruiting tends to
be more tactical and to focus mostly on filling open vacancies and urgent hiring
needs. Talent acquisition on the other hand is more strategic approach that focuses
on long-term human resources planning. Moreover, talent acquisition is a process
of identifying, attracting, and onboarding top candidates to meet dynamic and
specific organisational and business needs. (Cepin, 2013; Jobvite, 2016)

Talent acquisition has changed dramatically and looks much different today than it
did in the past (TalentLyft, 2019). Many organisations have failed to grasp this
change and to grow in their recruiting efforts and are still relying on the same old
ways and processes. Organisations must view talent acquisition as a strategic
endeavour that aligns with the business. Companies that view talent in a more
holistic way are able to meet growth objectives and to prevent skill shortages.
(Cepin, 2013)

For the most successful firms, talent acquisition is viewed more as relationship
management process and done on a continuous basis. Much like companies nurture
relationships with current and prospective customers, same is needed to be done
also for their current and prospective employees. Top-performing organisations
proactively build quality talent pipelines by using online talent communities.
According to Cepin (2013) a talent community is a “segmented audience of targeted
talent that can meet the current and future hiring needs”. The distinction between
the best and average firms is their ability to use these talent communities to engage
with candidates and simultaneously create a strong employer brand. This is done
by continually nurturing, engaging, listening, informing and cultivating the talent
community. One of the key modern tools to build relationships and engage with
candidates in these talent communities is to use social media. (Cepin, 2013)
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Moreover, the nature of talent acquisition has shifted to be more about attracting
talents and thus on how to implement successful social recruiting and employer
branding strategies (TalentLyft, 2019).

In much of recent years, knowledge has been identified as the key resource in the
creation of competitive advantage, since the creation of value depends highly on the
firm’s ability to develop, acquire and integrate new knowledge, and therefore
business in general has develop into being more knowledge intensive (Swart &
Kinnie, 2010; Kaiser et al., 2015). The business of PSFs is often described as
people-driven and knowledge intensive which means that their most important
resource is human capital. This human asset is critical to the success of PSFs
because they are dependent on the capabilities, skills, knowledge and relationships
of their employees to deliver quality products and service to their clients. This means
that managing of these knowledge professionals has become crucial in these
organisations. (Swart & Kinnie, 2010; Kaiser et al., 2015; Alvehus, 2018)

The basis for HMR in PSFs is the understanding that highly qualified employees
have a high impact on the firm’s long-term success and the HRM’s most important
task is to attract and recruit these talents. The human resource management is in
the centre of strategic debates about the creation of long-term sustainable
competitive advantage, based on superior human assets in the form of
knowledgeable professionals. This notion is based on that other competitive PFSs
cannot easily build up the same level of qualified human capital of their own. (Kaiser
& Ringlstetter 2011, 89; Bullinger & Treisch, 2015; Alvehus, 2018)

Professionals, such as specialists and consultants, are essential for modern
knowledge intensive firms but attracting and managing them might sometimes prove
to be a challenge. People who have dealt with trying to manage professionals often
can relate to the expression of ‘herding cats’ since these professionals are
committed and highly-skilled individuals who oppose to classic authority and seek
for autonomy. These characteristics of professionalised workforce are the source of
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challenging tasks the HRM of modern professional service firms encounter.
Furthermore, the task of ‘cat herding’ affects already in recruiting and attracting
since PSFs are after highly demanded knowledge and skills of these professionals
which usually gives them a strong bargaining power relative to the firm. (Bullinger &
Treisch, 2015)

Recruiting and recruitment marketing
People are the key drivers behind organisational success. It is thus no surprise that
talented workforce is a vital component of competitive advantage and acquiring
these valuable human resources is the first step of any organisation. Recruiting
therefore has an eminent strategic importance and a key role in building, fostering,
and sustaining organisational success. (Yu & Cable, 2014, 1; Ployhart & Kim, 2014,
6) Recruiting also affects the entire HR function’s success by influencing the quality
and type of human capital attracted to the firm. Recruiting influences the first stage
of human resource lifecycle, and therefore successful recruiting makes
development, training, and other related HR functions be more effective. (Ployhart
& Kim, 2014, 6)

Even though human resources have received a sizable amount of research, no
universal theory of employment recruiting that would address the various variables
and their outcomes, has been offered (Breaugh, 2013). However, there are some
descriptions that try to define the process of organisations finding prospective
candidates and converting them into actual candidates (Ployhart & Kim, 2014, 5). A
common definition of the recruiting process is that it consists of sourcing, screening,
interviewing, assessing, selecting, hiring, and onboarding (Cepin, 2013). It starts by
firm identifying a group of potential people, bring them aware of a job opening and
attract them to apply, maintain their interest throughout the process, and lastly
influence the decision to accept a job offer (Breaugh, 2013; Ployhart & Kim, 2014,
5). Moreover, the selection and assessing stage includes testing selected applicants
with variety of methods, such as interviews and personal assessment tools, in order
to identify which applicants have the desirable characteristics, skills, abilities and
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knowledge needed for the positions and fits with the organisation (Ployhart & Kim,
2014, 5).

While most firms have efficient recruiting functions that are good at screening and
selecting candidates, they still lack critical marketing skills to attract and engage with
potential talents. This might be a result of seeing HR the only one responsible for
talent acquisition and not for example including marketing to it even when acquiring
and retaining future employees is no different than with customers. By embracing
and pairing recruitment marketing together with traditional recruiting will enhance
the talent acquisition function and strengthen its strategic impact. (Sahay, 2015)
Figure 3 describes more how recruiting and recruitment marketing together combine
an effective talent acquisition function. Figure 3 also highlights the holistic view of
talent acquisition to attracting and employing talented people needed to gain
competitive advantage.

Figure 3. Parts of talent acquisition (adapted from TalentLyft, 2019)

After first identifying the hiring need, developing a job profile and needed
requirements for it, the next step is to make efforts in attracting applicants. In this
way, organisational attraction can be understood as strategic way for employers to
attract job applicants by utilising their strengths. For competitive firms wanting the
best people, gaining a pool of potential employees that match the organisational
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requirements is critical. (Gomes & Neves, 2011) Although applicants may have prior
knowledge about the firm and might learn about job attributes from various sources,
job ads are normally the first contact between employer and future applicants, and
thus are an important instrument for communicating wanted information about the
firm and position (Bullinger & Treisch, 2015; Ganesan et al., 2018). Therefore, a
careful attention to job details and organisational values is important in order to
attract and employ individuals who have the right fit and share the same values
(Ganesan et al., 2018).

The message content of a job advertisement acts as an important information
source to potential applicants and can influence their attitude and attractiveness
towards the firm and open position. In a job advertisement, the work characteristics
refer to the required duties, tasks, and responsibilities of the job. In addition to them,
descriptive organisational information is an essential element of job ads because it
helps applicants to reinforce their image of the organisation and it acts as a
representation of the corporate identity, which in turn helps applicants to assess
their suitability and fit for the firm. These statements positively influence the job
applicants’ perceptions of the firm’s attractiveness. Both the organisational identity
part of company description and the company values presented have high
importance and influence in job decisions. All in all, an attractive recruitment
advertisement creates more visibility and awareness for the employer and builds a
better employer brand image amongst the current and future applicants, and so
makes hiring more effective. (Bullinger & Treisch, 2015; Ganesan et al., 2018)

Corporate familiarity
Authors Cable and Turban (2001) describe how job seekers’ knowledge about a
certain firm as an employer can be divided into three dimensions of employer image,
reputation and familiarity.

Employer familiarity can be defined as the level of

awareness of a firm that a job seeker has, and it is needed for the other two
dimensions to exist. In other words, a job seeker cannot store information and
knowledge about an organisation as an employer without having some awareness
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(familiarity) of the organisation’s existence. In their study, Cable and Turban (2001)
conceptualized the four levels of employer familiarity. The first level is lack of
familiarity or complete unawareness of an employer. The next level of a slightly
higher familiarity is recognition, which means that a job seeker has had some
exposure to the firm and recognises the employer’s name. A higher level from this
is called recall and it happens when a job seeker recalls the employer’s name when
for example is prompted with some information about the firm’s industry. Every firm
pursues the highest level of familiarity (awareness) which is when your firm is the
first firm recalled. (Cable & Turban, 2001)

Moreover, the authors continue to propose that employer familiarity is a value
adding piece to the recruitment process because it anchors other additional
information associated about the employer, it creates positive perception about the
firm which leads to a positive reputation, and lastly it acts as a signal for associated
firm characteristics and thus influences employer image (Cable & Turban, 2001). In
their research, Cable and Turban (2003) found out that prospective job applicants
remember more accurate information about more familiar firms than less familiar.
This emphasises the importance of familiarity in the form of recruitment investment
returns. Familiar firms can send fewer advertisements but with more information in
them and thus influence prospective applicants’ behaviour more effectively. (Cable
& Turban, 2003)

Corporate reputation
There has been both empirical and theoretical evidence which suggests that the
familiarity of certain employer is positively related to the employer’s reputation. In
other words, the more familiar the firm is to prospective stakeholders, the more
positive reputation it will have. (Cable & Turban, 2001)

Corporate or organisational reputation can be understood as the overall recognition
and general appreciation that the firm holds, as well as the public assessment of a
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firm relative to its competitors and other firms (Cable & Turban, 2001; Auger et al.,
2013). Reputation has strongly been recognised as one of the key building blocks
of organisational success, and also when positive, one of the most valuable and
crucial intangible organisational assets (Tkalac Verčič & Sinčić Ćorić, 2018). A good
reputation serves as a signal for external observers about organisational behaviour,
activity and attributes. In other words, a signal of good reputation is interpreted as
information about the firm. (Cable & Turban, 2001) Moreover, a good reputation can
result in many desired stakeholder outcomes such as more loyal customers,
investors are more attracted, local communities are more acceptive and potential
job applicants are more interested (Tkalac Verčič & Sinčić Ćorić, 2018). Thus, in a
situation where firms compete for same talented people with similar positions, those
with good or at least better reputation should have a better chance and leverage to
attract these employees (Auger et al., 2013).

However, reputation is a multidimensional concept consisting of two more important
aspects than just corporate reputation. First, reputation for corporate social
responsibility or so-called social reputation is the extent to which the firm is involved
with all of its stakeholders and also addresses sustainability issues in its activity.
Second, there is also workplace reputation which is the level of how the firm is seen
as a good and attractive employer. (Auger et al., 2013) Authors Cable and Turban
(2001) define employer reputation relatively similarly and describe it as the job
seeker’s beliefs about what is the public’s intuitive feeling about the firm is.
Moreover, the authors differentiate employer image and reputation from each other
because of two key reasons. One being that image is not formulated based on
affective assessment whereas reputation is. In addition, employer image is
constructed from the job seeker’s own beliefs and feelings about the firm, while
reputation is the belief about how others evaluate the firm. (Cable & Turban, 2001)

Employer image
The concept and description of brand image can be useful in explaining employer
image. Thus, brand image can be understood as a combination of perceptions
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regarding to both symbolic and functional benefits as well as the product-related
attributes which the consumer associates towards the brand. Following this, the
employer image can be defined as an amalgamation of impression of certain
specific aspects of firm as an employer. Stated differently, it is the set of beliefs held
by a job seeker about certain attributes of an organisation as an employer. This
concept includes functional benefits such as employment benefits and salary, which
are objective in nature and desirable in those terms. On the other hand, symbolic
benefits relate to the perceptions about the firm, it’s prestigiousness and the
potential social approval future employees might get from working in the firm. (Cable
& Turban, 2001; Backhaus & Tikoo, 2004) Important elements to an employer image
are that it might change and fluctuate over time, it is held by individuals rather than
general public, it focuses on specific features over general impression, and it is
cognitive in nature (Lievens & Slaughter, 2016). Furthermore, in the context of
recruiting new employees, prospective applicants will be attracted to the firm based
on the degree they believe the firm has desired employee attributes and importance
of those attributes to the applicants (Backhaus & Tikoo, 2004).

There are many ways in which the attributes determining firm’s employer image can
be categorized but three are highlighted in previous research. First, there is
employer information which refers to different aspects of the organisation, some
which are more objective, and some are less, and ranging from company policies
and norms to historical attributes. These aspects can vary for example between the
firm’s size, culture, degree of internationalism, organisational values, centralisation
and environmental stance. Second is job information which can be defined as the
job seeker’s knowledge about the attributes of a specific position they desire. Job
information includes aspects such as the pay level, the job title, the type of work,
and opportunities for growth. Third and last category is people information which
refers to the job seeker’s beliefs of the types of people and individuals working in
the firm and the potential co-workers who comprise the organisation. (Cable &
Turban, 2001)
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As such, employer image is only one part of the more intricate and broader corporate
image. Job seekers often assess the attractiveness of an employer based on a more
holistic evaluation of firm in regards of its corporate image. They combine new
information with already existing knowledge and perceptions of the firm’s corporate
brand, which in turn affects the corporate image. The various organisational images
come from different groups, such as stakeholders, other corporations, or
constituencies, and they all hold a different image of the same organisation. (Kissel
& Büttgen, 2015; Lievens & Slaughter, 2016) Moreover, the image and impressions
of firm as an employer are part of broader company image and are not a distinctive
brand of their own. The broader corporate image consists of existing knowledge
associations and perceptions of firm that a person holds in their memory. This entity
includes all the symbolic and functional benefits of the firm. People have constructed
them from their experiences and interactions with the firm and have developed
impressions and formed knowledge associations towards the firm’s brand. (Kissel
& Büttgen 2015) Furthermore, there are at least a few more images one might hold
about an organisation. For example, there is the firm’s financial image, and the firm’s
image as being socially responsible and caring about the society, as well as the
more general image of firm as a provider of products and services. (Lievens &
Slaughter, 2016)

Authors Kissel and Büttgen (2015) continue to describe how important role
corporate image has in improving employer attractiveness and attracting potential
applicants. According to their study, the corporate brand dominates over employer
brand and influences all the various associations potential job applicants have for a
specific employer. Thus, it is crucial for both the employer brand and corporate
brand to be consistent, in order to maintain identical and attractive image across all
relevant stakeholders. (Kissel & Büttgen 2015) Lastly, authors Cable and Turban
(2001) point out that there is a bi-directional relationship between employer
reputation and employer image and these two influence each other. The link
between employer reputation and image means that in general job seekers should
have a belief that also other job seekers have similar information and perception
about an employer’s image as they do. (Cable & Turban, 2001)
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Employer attractiveness
The key element behind any organisation’s successful applicant attraction is the
organisation’s attractiveness as an employer in prospective applicants’ minds.
Organisational attractiveness refers to the degree on how the potential future
employees perceive the firm as a favourable place to work or the general perceived
desirability to work for this firm. In their evaluation, job seekers assess the
importance, value and credibility of available information for example from job ads
and interpret these clues as signals in order to determine the firm’s attractiveness
as an employer. (Gomes & Neves, 2011; Ganesan et al., 2018) In the same notion,
employer attractiveness refers to the perceived benefits that job applicants see in
working for a certain firm. Stated differently, the higher the employer attractiveness
is to potential future employees, the stronger and more valuable that firm’s employer
brand equity is. (Berthon et al., 2005)

Previous research has examined different employment factors and benefits which
influence firm’s attractiveness as an employer and have identified two categories;
symbolic and instrumental factors. Both of them have been shown to have a positive
and significant effect on employer attractiveness. Symbolic factors are abstract,
intangible, subjective and often represent values. They can be for example
impression of prestige to be associated and belonging to a certain organisation or
the sincerity and ethical image of a firm. Symbolic attributes can also be understood
as perceptions of organisational personality and these traits often enable potential
employees and job seekers to enhance or pursue certain self-image, maintain a
desired self-identity, or express themselves in some other way. In contrast,
instrumental factors are tangible attributes and often provide utilitarian value such
as benefits, advancement and growth opportunities, pay, compensations and
location. (Kumari & Saini, 2018) Furthermore, in their research Xie et al. (2015)
found out that both symbolic attributes, such as company reputation and the identity
congruence between firm’s identity and one’s own, as well as instrumental attributes
of an employer brand had a significant affect on its attractiveness. They also
discovered that cognitive social identity acts as a mediating element to symbolic
attributes on an employer brand’s attractiveness and also attitude serves as a link
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between employer brand’s attractiveness and its instrumental attributes. (Xie et al.,
2015)

Employer branding
Brands have been recognised as one of the firm’s most important assets and thus
brand management is a key activity in every firm. In many occasions, firms put their
branding efforts towards the development of corporate and product brands, even
when branding can be also useful in the area of human resource management. The
use of branding and other marketing principles in HRM has been named employer
branding. The concept of employer branding was originally conceived in the early
eighties to answer the ongoing employee commitment and talent war issues. In
1996, authors Ambler and Barrow proposed the term employer branding to the field
of HRM to demonstrate its potential value for firms and how it strengthens and
increases the corporate equity value. (Backhaus & Tikoo, 2004; Aggerholm et al.,
2011; Maurya & Agarwal, 2017) The authors define it as “the package of functional,
economic and psychological benefits provided by employment, and identified with
the employing company”. Moreover, they describe how the employment relationship
is an ongoing exchange of mutual benefits, and that is also how all stakeholder
relationships work. Ambler and Barrow’s definition has become a key description
and is commonly used in the research of employer branding. (Ambler & Barrow,
1996; Aggerholm et al., 2011)

Other descriptions of this concept define it as a process of building a desirable and
unique image and identity of the firm as an employer and communicating these
specific organisational characteristics in order to differentiate from competitors and
become the employer of choice. (Backhaus & Tikoo, 2004; Xie et al., 2015; Maurya
& Agarwal, 2017) On the other hand, it can also be defined as a long-term strategy
and the sum of communication efforts which target to manage the perceptions and
awareness of potential and current employees and other relevant stakeholders with
regards to a certain firm being attractive place to work. (Backhaus & Tikoo, 2004;
Berthon et al., 2005) The concept of employer branding highlights the unique
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characteristics of the firm’s organisational culture, environment or employment
offering, and suggests a differentiation as an employer to the firm’s competitors.
Increasingly, firms are utilising employer branding in order to attract prospective
applicants and to assure that existing employees are also engaged and involved in
the culture of the firm, and thus many firms now have formal employer branding
programs. (Backhaus & Tikoo, 2004)

Previous research on employer branding suggests it being a three-step process.
First, a brand value proposition needs to be developed and incorporated into the
brand. It should be a true representation of the value the firm offers to its employees
and thus a key message in the brand communication. It can be developed by using
information about the current employer image and employees, management styles,
product or service quality impressions or organisational culture. Both symbolic and
instrumental aspects of employer brand have been found to influence its
attractiveness. The next step is to externally market the employer value proposition
to targeted stakeholders such as potential candidates and employees, recruitment
and communications agencies. Even though the external employer branding efforts
have a target audience, it is also designed to enhance and support other corporate
brands and so needs to consistent with firm’s other branding efforts. Last step is
internal marketing of the employer brand in order to fulfil the value promise made to
recruited applicants. It is also important to incorporate the employer value
proposition into the organisational culture, and therefore this internal branding helps
in the process of getting employees committed to wanted organisational goals and
values. (Backhaus & Tikoo, 2004; Xie et al., 2015) In a similar notion, authors
Berthon et al. (2005) point out five steps needed to develop strong employer brand.
It starts with understanding and knowing your organisation in order to create
desirable brand promise to future and also current employees. Then a good
measuring standard need to be developed to assess the brand promise fulfilment.
After that, all human resource practices need to be aligned in order to reinforce and
support the brand promise. Lastly, all these activities need to be carried out and
measured regularly. (Berthon et al., 2005)
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The employer branding activity pursues to build both a positive and unique employer
image as well as a value proposition which includes attributes and characteristics
future employees perceive attractive and valuable. Having a strong employer brand,
enables the firm to offer an image as desirable place to work and offers a
differentiation opportunity in regard to other firms with the same attributes but with
a weaker brand. (Kissel & Büttgen, 2015) Moreover, firms with strong employer
brands can potentially reduce talent acquisition costs, since good branding activity
has been found to increase the amount of qualified job applicants. It can also
improve relationships with employees, increase employee retention and even offer
lower benefits compared to firms with weaker employer brands. (Berthon et al.,
2005; Xie et al., 2015)

The importance of organisational attractiveness and reputation to recruitment as
well as employer brand’s key role in determining organisational image has been
explored and noted in human resources and marketing research. Recent research
has shown a strong and positive relationship between the concepts of employer
brand, organisational attractiveness, reputation and image, even though they are
somewhat conceptually distinctive in their own way. (Gomes & Neves, 2011)

2.3.

CSR and talent acquisition

In today’s global business, it has become increasingly crucial for firms to engage in
corporate social responsibility, as well as to ensure effective communication about
CSR to the targeted audience and stakeholders. In truth, many firms now consider
CSR as an important part of their organisational identity and want to ensure and
provide an appropriate image of their CSR identity to their main audience. (Tata &
Prasad, 2015)
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Sustainable development and social sustainability
The concept of sustainability is constantly evolving and has an imprecise term, but
probably the most known and used definition for sustainable development was
created in 1987 by United Nations WCED’s (World Commission on Environment
and Development) Our Common Future report, which is also known as the
Brundtland report. The definition by this report took a broader view and approached
the definition with global and long-term look and included various stakeholders. It
states that sustainable development is “development that meets the needs of the
present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own
needs.". Sustainable development should be development that benefits vastly
different industries and even generations, and thus should be done regionally,
globally and locally. In other words, decision-making and actions should consider
coequally the possible impacts on the environment, economy and society, as well
as consider how today’s actions can affect the future and its generations. (Strange
& Bailey, 2008; Kramar, 2014; Ministry of the Environment, 2017)

Sustainable development can include various views. A broad approach highlights
the different environmental, social and economic outcomes, when the long-term
view is concerned about the rights and interest of both people today as well future
generations. Additionally, the inclusive approach addresses and identifies the right
for all people to have say in decisions that could affect their lives. (Mishra et al.,
2013) The Brundtland Commission identified three interconnected pillars from which
sustainable development is usually understood: environmental, economic and
social. This conception is also called the three P’s (People, Planet, Profit) and it
should be an important part of every firm’s functions. Simultaneous combining of the
social, environmental and economical aspect into the firm’s activity contributes in
creating a sustainable future worldwide. (Kolk & Tulder, 2010; Ministry of the
Environment, 2017)

Overall, social sustainability is about recognising and handling all the impacts,
positive or negative, the business has on people. For corporations, social
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sustainability is awareness of the responsibility of one’s own actions as well as
genuine and believable commitment towards all corporate activity and at the same
time being successful in the market for long time. Social sustainability is meant to
positively affect all current and future relations with stakeholders. (Baumgartner &
Ebner, 2010; UN Global Compact, 2019) Companies are responsible of their
employees, customers, local communities and other stakeholders, and thus it is
critical to have a proactive approach to these impacts. The so-called social license
to operate depends on how the firm manages their social sustainability issues. Lack
of efforts in social development can possibly hamper the firm’s operations and
growth. On the other hand, being active in social sustainability efforts can open new
markets, attract new stakeholders, or inspire new innovations. Out of the 17 UN
Global Compact principles, six of them focus on social aspects of corporate
sustainability and include specific viewpoints on women’s empowerment, poverty,
labour, cultural and gender equality and more. (UN Global Compact, 2019)

The Brundtland’s proposed view of sustainability provoked interest in various
concepts which address the responsibilities of business, such as corporate social
performance (CSP) and corporate social responsibility (CSR). Moreover, the
Brundtland’s approach helps to understand sustainability in the context of business
world. It suggests that all these three organisational outcomes need to be seen as
dimensions of organisational performance. Furthermore, this approach considers
both the short- and long-term impacts on stakeholders, as well as the organisation’s
internal and external impacts. (Kramar, 2014)

Corporate social responsibility
Corporate social responsibility (CSR) is difficult to define, as it includes various
approaches and because it can differ between contexts, time period and culture,
and thus its definitions range from narrow, specific descriptions to broader ones.
Overall, the essence of CSR implies that companies have moral duty towards the
society in which they operate, and they have philanthropic and ethical
responsibilities in top of their legal and economic ones. In addition, they have a
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responsibility to use resources in way that benefits the society. This means paying
attention to society in a broader approach and acting ethically, outreaching the legal
demands and surpassing responsibilities towards traditional stakeholders such as
employees, consumers, suppliers and the local community. (Bierema & D'Abundo,
2004; Bhattacharya & Sen, 2004; Kramar, 2014; Ozdora Aksak et al., 2016)

From another viewpoint, CSR is a concept according to which companies voluntarily
include social and environmental concerns into their operations and interaction with
stakeholders. By being socially responsible means that the company invest more
into human capital, environmental problems and relations with stakeholders, and
not just follows legal demands. (Lapiņa et al., 2014) Stated differently, it means that
companies can pursue and achieve financial success in a way that people, the
environment, communities and ethical values are respected (Bhattacharya & Sen,
2004).

Author Archie Carrol’s (1991) first conceptualisation of CSR remains as one of the
most commonly used ones and it is presented in Figure 4. Carrol (1991) notes that
even though CSR might have different focus areas from time to time, the underlying
challenge will remain as to how to define all the various responsibilities firms have
towards their main stakeholders with which they interact and transact most
frequently (Carroll, 1991). Later on, authors Schwartz and Carroll (2003) continued
Carrol’s original model with similar notion but subsumed the philanthropic category
into the economic and/or ethical domain, since philanthropic activities can have
differing motivations.
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Figure 4. The pyramid of corporate social responsibility (adapted from Carroll, 1991;
Schwartz & Carroll, 2003)

Their three-domain model is presented in Figure 5 and it suggests that none of the
three CSR aspects have more importance relative to the others.

Figure 5. The three-domain model of corporate social responsibility (Schwartz & Carroll,
2003)

The economic domain of the model capture activities which have a positive
economic impact to the firm, either directly or indirectly. The ethical category refers
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to the ethical responsibilities, both global and domestic, which are expected from
the firm by the relevant stakeholders or society in general. The legal domain of CSR
refers to the firm’s responsiveness to legal expectations which are mandated by the
society. (Schwartz & Carroll, 2003) All the possible and different CSR activities of
firms are presented more descriptively in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Description of different CSR domain activities (adapted from Schwartz & Carroll,
2003)

CSR as a concept has long history and roots in the interest of both researchers and
executives. CSR has changed together with companies as they have developed and
tried to answer societal needs. However, researchers have different opinions on
how deep in to sustainable dimensions companies should invest. According to
narrow and more economical approach, firms are socially responsible as long as
they maximise profits and comply with law. Alternatively, a broader approach
suggests that companies should use their influence and resources to broader social
meanings, and not just individual interests of people and firms. Socially responsible
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companies should first try to achieve their financial targets and legal obligations, and
then follow ethical standards which are not required by law and participate in
philanthropic activity that addresses societal needs. (Bauman & Skitka, 2012;
Lapiņa et al., 2014)

Although the varying definitions of CSR might change, the underlying idea is that
CSR concerns a variety of business behaviour that affect the firm’s stakeholders
positively and go beyond economic interests. Different stakeholder groups are
affected by this activity and they can be classified as external and internal
stakeholders. The shareholders, employees and managers are examples of internal
stakeholders, and for example suppliers, consumers, the environment and society
are considered as external ones. Internal CSR activity is related to the better
working conditions of the internal stakeholders and refers to for example training
and development, family policies, career opportunities, diversity management, and
also work ergonomic and eco-friendly workplace. On the other hand, external CSR
practices are the ones aimed to protect the community development, environment,
philanthropic and sustainability activities. These practices are mostly targeted to the
external environment of the firm but may also, in turn, influence the internal
environment positively, for example in the form of sustainable practices being
incorporated. (Story et al., 2016)

A related concept of CSR is corporate social performance (CSP), which can be
defined as the firm’s collection of social responsibility principles and programs,
processes of social responsiveness, and outcomes which are related to the firm’s
societal relationships. CSP goes further in terms of emphasizing the firms impact on
the society and assessing how the measure the firm’s performance on its social
goals. However, both concepts are multidimensional and include same focus areas
such as the treatment of natural environment, customers, employees and other
issues. (Backhaus et al., 2002; Kramar, 2014) Moreover, it has to be noted that for
the purpose of this thesis, concepts of sustainability, CSP and CSR are all viewed
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from the perspective of firm’s overall responsibility towards society, environment and
its stakeholders and so may be used interchangeably.

It can be stated that there is no common approach to CSR (or CSP) which would
suit for every company and that is why each firm approaches it differently (Lapiņa
et al., 2014). To stakeholders such as consumers, investors and job applicants, CSR
has become a tool by which to assess reputable companies and make relationships
with them. Companies which can use the CSR fuelled good reputation to their
advantage, can increase their profitability with strong relations with their
stakeholders, and even create a competitive advantage from it (Lapiņa et al., 2014;
Ozdora Aksak et al., 2016).

The relationship between CSR and talent acquisition
One of the most challenging tasks for human resource experts and managers in the
twenty-first century is talent management. Firstly, in today’s modern economy
corporate success is critically dependent on highly skilled individuals to be part of
the human capital of the firm. Moreover, these skilled employees are the key
element in the firm’s ability to compete and differentiate from its competitors.
Secondly, the workforce in the market is changing and the evolving values and
needs of these modern workers make recruiting even more challenging. This
challenge is important to acknowledge since attracting and recruiting high-quality
professionals, who innovate and create value for the firm’s customers, is the main
source for competitive advantage. However, in the future there will be shortage of
these skilled professionals and the competition for them is fierce. This is likely to
especially affect so-called knowledge-driven organizations. (Turban & Greening,
1997; Greening & Turban, 2000; Albinger & Freeman, 2000; Backhaus et al., 2002;
Bhattacharya et al., 2008; Story et al., 2016)

Increasingly, organisation who are successful in being able to attract large pool of
talented applicants have better chance in gaining a sustaining competitive
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advantage in the market. (Turban & Greening, 1997; Bhattacharya et al., 2008)
However, the exact process behind what makes an organisation attractive, is still
not quite clear for scholars. Literature suggests that early job choice decision and
initial applicant attraction to a firm is based on perceptions of the firm’s corporate
and organisational image, as well as the firm’s reputation as an employer. (Turban
& Greening, 1997; Albinger & Freeman, 2000; Backhaus et al., 2002) Corporate
image refers to the collection of beliefs, knowledge and feelings about the firm, and
is derived from broad range of impressions, such as pieces of information or indepth involvement with the firm. Moreover, research suggests that a firm’s corporate
social activity helps to inform perceptions of this corporate image and reputation,
and thus by including information about their socially responsible posture to
recruitment information may in turn influence organisational attractiveness amongst
potential job applicants. (Albinger & Freeman, 2000; Backhaus et al., 2002)

The underlying linkage between applicant attraction and corporate social
responsibility is that by adopting socially responsible actions it may develop positive
images about the firm which in turn according to growing evidence comprises a
genuine, compelling and important way to attract and retain high-quality employees
(Zhang & Gowan, 2012; Bhattacharya et al., 2008). In general, CSR humanises the
firm in ways that other features of the job cannot, since it depicts the firm as a
contributor and part of the society rather than as an entity focusing on maximising
profits. Therefore, CSR often provides a genuine point of differentiation for the firm.
(Bhattacharya et al., 2008)

On a broad notion, CSR activity reveals the firm’s values and serves as an important
signal for potential employees and stakeholders about the firm. Furthermore, one
stream of research suggests that job applicants prefer firms with whom they
perceive value congruence with and tend to choose organisations based on this fit
between these values and aspirations. Moreover, it seems that socially valued
characteristics are most preferable amongst job seekers since people increasingly
expect more than just financial rewards from their work and work itself is not an
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intrinsic value. Increasingly, firms are faced with emphasising what their function in
society is, how societal problems and issues matter to them, and how they aim to
respond to them. (Backhaus et al., 2002; Bhattacharya et al., 2008; Story et al.,
2016)

One key part of talent management is creating a strong employer brand in order to
attract and gain the best individuals to the organisation. Research on employer
branding has shown that firm’s CSR perceptions influence its attractiveness as an
employer to potential job applicants. (Ohlrich, 2015; Puncheva-Michelotti et al.,
2018) It is crucial to understand how reputation is connected to corporate social
responsibility and how both in turn are related to employer brand. Moreover, one
stream in literature suggests that strategical business sustainability activity can be
an effective tool in becoming an employer-of-choice and might be the secret tool in
winning the war for high-quality talents. Implementing CSR into employer branding
and presenting the firm as socially active in order to create a positive and good CSR
image is clever since it signals to prospective employees about the firm being
socially responsible employer. Furthermore, gaining a good CSR image can be very
effective since it can potentially enhance job applicants’ interest due to the expected
pride from being associated with a positively reputational and responsible firm,
expectations on how employees are treated in the firm, and the perceived value
congruence with the firm. (Magbool et al., 2016; Puncheva-Michelotti et al., 2018;
Tkalac Verčič & Sinčić Ćorić, 2018)

Many researchers consider Turban and Greening (1997) and Greening and Turban
(2000) studies to be one of the starting points in understanding the relationship
between firm’s corporate social activity and performance to its attractiveness as an
employer. The key finding of their studies was the importance of firm’s corporate
social performance to influence ratings of reputation and employer attractiveness.
This highlighted the influence of corporate image has on the attraction to a firm in
prospective applicants’ minds. Moreover, their studies found out that firms with
higher CSP were perceived more attractive as an employer than firms lower in CSP.
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This suggested that having a positive CSP reputation might lead to a potential
competitive advantage in attracting talents, especially if this image is rare, valuable,
and not easily imitated. (Turban & Greening, 1997; Greening & Turban, 2000) In
other words, socially responsible firms may have competitive advantage because
CSR enhances the firm’s reputation and attractiveness, and therefore it will be more
competent to attract talent and thereby gaining competitive advantage (Story et al.,
2016).

Other researchers have also followed this path laid by previously mentioned
authors. As such, authors Albinger and Freeman (2000) also demonstrated the
ability to gain competitive advantage in talent attraction by having a high level of
CSP. They continued to suggest the firm’s CSP becomes even more important
when the competitive human resource advantage is about attracting highly educated
and talented applicants. (Albinger & Freeman, 2000) With similar notion, Lis (2012)
suggested that CSR orientated organisational attractiveness could attract highly
skilled employees, improve the firm’s position in the talent war and support
sustainable corporate success by having sustainable supply of talented employees
(Lis, 2012). Furthermore, in their study authors Magbool et al. (2016) supported the
result that firms high in corporate sustainability business (CBS) practices are
perceived more attractive than firms with lower CBS practices, and potential job
applicants were keen to join those organisations (Magbool et al., 2016).

Some line of research continued to study the different elements of CSP behind
organisational attractiveness even more. Backhaus et al. (2002) confirmed the same
result as previous studies that CSP is important in the overall assessment of a firm
but also found out that some aspects of CSP are more relevant to job seekers than
others. Namely, community relations, diversity, environment, product issues and
employee relations were considered more important than other CSP categories.
Specifically, having a poor environmental record or being guilty of poor employee
relations would likely affect recruiting negatively but on the other hand, positive
records on those dimensions only adds little to the organisational attractiveness.
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Moreover, the authors conclude that job seekers find broader issues to be more
important than issues related to daily lives but having weakness in multiple
dimensions creates a measurable image problem for the company. (Backhaus et
al., 2002) In her study, author Lis (2012) similarly found out that the CSP dimensions
of diversity and employee relations had the strongest influence on the organisational
attractiveness (Lis, 2012). Furthermore, Story et al. (2016) proposed that internal
CSR practices signal job applicants that the firm is an attractive employer and
external CSR practices signal the firm being reputable and thus more attractive.
They also suggested that while internal CSR practices might be more important to
job seekers in determining their potential employer, external CSR practices have
significant effect on organisational reputation which also attracts talented individuals
and brings other positive outcomes. (Story et al., 2016)

Continuing with the notion that good corporate social performance affects positively
on firm’s attractiveness as an employer, authors Luce et al. (2001) suggest that
applicant’s familiarity with a firm serves as a signal about the firm’s suitability as
employer, with more familiar being more attractive. They argue that applicants rely
on their overall image of a firm to determine its attractiveness and that the firm
familiarity acts as mediating element between CSP activity and organisational
attractiveness. Moreover, their study demonstrates that firm familiarity is an
important signal in the decision-making process for job applicants, and thus a critical
element of recruitment success. (Luce et al., 2001) Similarly, authors Tkalac Verčič
and Sinčić Ćorić (2018) highlighted the role of reputation, meaning that people
assign good reputation to firms they value positively in terms of their CSR and
employer brand. (Tkalac Verčič & Sinčić Ćorić, 2018)

In the same context as this study, researchers Bode and Singh (2018) found out
that even for a profit-focused industry like consulting, employees were interested to
participate in a corporate social initiative and willing to accept a temporary salary
cut for it. This result is somewhat surprising since the context human-capital-
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intensive professional service firms are often characterised as commercially-driven
professionals who pursuit their self-interest in working. (Bode & Singh, 2018)

However, there are some studies which suggest that having a ‘good enough’ CSR
reputation might be sufficient to compete in the war for talent. Namely, Auger et al.
(2013) found out that future talented employees want to work for good firms, but
they do not have to be forerunners in CSR. Moreover, for these future professionals,
neither reputation as a good place to work nor CSR reputation is as important than
other facets such as salary, development opportunities, work flexibility and
compensation structure. (Auger et al., 2013)

There are few key theories which may help to explain the findings of these abovementioned studies. Firstly, the signalling theory suggests that prospective job
applicants interpret signals about organisational attributes as indications about what
it would be like to work for a firm. Specifically, firm’s CSP signals certain norms and
values to job applicants and thus influences their perceptions of working conditions
and subsequent attraction to the firm. (Greening & Turban, 2000; Lis, 2012)
Secondly, the social identity theory suggests that firms with positive CSP reputations
are seen as more attractive employers because applicants expect to have more
positive self-concept and higher self-image if they worked in these companies.
(Turban & Greening, 1997; Greening & Turban, 2000) Moreover, an applicant is
likely to feel an enhanced positive sense of self-esteem and self-worth from being
associated to firm with good CSR reputation, and being part of a socially responsible
firm might assist in maintain a desired or favourable social identity. Conversely, job
applicants may be concerned about associations with a firm that has poor
reputations to the issues of CSR. (Backhaus et al., 2002; Turner et al., 2019) Lastly,
person-organisation fit theory suggest that job seeker’s own specific values
influence the extent to which a firm’s CSP influences organisational attraction, and
thus person-organisation fit has been shown among the strongest predictors of
recruiting outcomes (Greening & Turban, 2000; Jones et al., 2014). Furthermore,
based on this theory applicants look for firm they view favourably and want to work
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for, and tend to review their fit to the firm based on firm characteristics in relation to
their individual values and needs. Today, not only applicants seek out firm that meet
their relation, instrumental, and certainty needs, they also look for firms that align
with their ethical and moral values. (Turner et al., 2019)

All in all, signals about the firm’s pro-social orientation, specific values, and prestige
are the most influential ones among the various signals sent by a firm. It is because
these signals show three interrelated signal-based mechanisms that affect the firm’s
attractiveness: job applicants’ anticipated pride from the association with a
prestigious firm based on its CSP image, perceived value fit based the
organisational values the CSP indicates, and expected treatment by the firm in
relation to its CSP reputation. (Jones et al., 2014)

Corporate communication and employer attractiveness
Companies must give serious attention and importance to how they aim to portray
themselves, and therefore it has become increasingly common for firms to
communicate about the organisational values. (Behrend et al., 2009) In order to
enhance their attractiveness as an employer, companies use various forms of
communication. This includes web pages, social media and online recruitment
advertising which has become a key recruiting tool. Including CSR information into
these advertisements and to be available online is an important way to attract
potential job applicants and to build a positive employer brand, as well as it has the
potential to be a key source for talent acquisition, stakeholder investments,
organisational image perceptions, and also competitive advantage. (PunchevaMichelotti et al., 2018; Belinda et al., 2018) Furthermore, the concepts of reputation,
CSR policies and employer branding decisions are all shaped from within the firm
and in order to create a positive organisational image and reputation, all types of
corporate communications, including employer branding, need to be strategically
coordinated. (Tkalac Verčič & Sinčić Ćorić, 2018)
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Nowadays, corporate social responsibility has increasingly become an important
element of corporate communication as well as employer branding (Klimkiewicz &
Oltra, 2017). However, authors Puncheva-Michelotti et al. (2018) found out that
firms are currently underutilizing CSR in their recruitment advertising and discarding
an opportunity to enhance their attractiveness as an employer, even though there
is a significant difference in perceived attractiveness if job applicants are aware of
the firm’s CSR practices versus those who are not (Puncheva-Michelotti et al., 2018;
Story et al., 2016) When communicating about CSR practices, the lack of
communication, inadequate communication, or use of ineffective channels, may
signal the wrong information and may attract the wrong stakeholders. Overall, all
types of CSR activity are likely to influence perceptions about the firm, and these
perceptions might influence the firm’s ability to recruit, select and retain desired
employees. (Turner et al., 2019)

While information about environment and corporate social activity alone cannot
attract desired talent, it can significantly enhance job seekers’ interest in open
positions and towards the firm (Puncheva-Michelotti et al., 2018). Authors Behrend
et al. (2009) found out in their study that integrating an environmental information
on a firm’s website will improve and enhance the perceived reputation of the firm,
and in turn make it more attractive to prospective employees. In the same notion,
authors Zhang and Gowan (2012) and Story et al. (2016) suggest that firms should
highlight their CSR strategies and activities in their marketing and branding
programs, including recruitment materials, to bring focus on their value-based
culture and to achieve employer differentiation which in turn might give them a
competitive advantage in the recruitment market. (Behrend et al., 2009; Zhang &
Gowan, 2012; Story et al., 2016)

Moreover, CSR information has the potential to contribute to job seekers’ perceived
person-organisation value fit and anticipated pride from being associated with a firm
with positive environmental and social impact. Results show that even small amount
firm’s CSR efforts can significantly affect an individuals’ decision to pursue position
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in the company. These CSR communication effects may be valuable to firms trying
to improve their recruiting initiatives, since advertising the firm’s environmental and
social efforts might attract more applicants and it can offer a low-cost practical
recruitment tool for firms. Furthermore, these positive communication outcomes
may be even more important for firms with established employer brands who are
competing for top-quality talent with other top valued employers. (Behrend et al.,
2009; Puncheva-Michelotti et al., 2018)

Signalling theory again offers one possible explanation for this. The theory suggest
that job applicants view a firm’s concerns on environmental and social issues as a
sign that the firm is caring, respectable and trustworthy, and it takes care of not only
the environment but its employees as well. Moreover, according to signalling theory
prospective job applicants interpret information received during the recruitment
process as signal of how they will be treated in firm. Hence, a firm’s reputation
regarding its environmental and social stance may indicate how well it respects its
employees. (Behrend et al., 2009)

The previously presented theoretical framework (Figure 2) was the guideline for he
literature review which brought out few key notions for the empirical research to
analyse. First, the literature on talent acquisition and its relative concepts give a
holistic approach for the empirical part to study the relationships between for
example employer branding, recruitment communications and talent attraction. In
addition, it highlights the importance of corporate image and reputation, and what
they mean for the talent acquisition function. Moreover, the explicit nature of
knowledge-intensive professional service firms and the industry also guide the
empirical research and give interesting aspects to it. Second, the existing CSR
research brings forth more modern aspects to the study of organisational
attractiveness and to the empirical part of this research. Lastly, the presented three
theories set the goal for the empirical research to deepen the understanding of the
entity of talent acquisition and how various attitudinal-based mechanism help to
explain attractiveness and career decision making.
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3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

In this chapter, the chosen research approach and methodology are presented and
justified to show the process and execution of the empirical study. Second, the
selection of case companies, the data collection and the analysis processes are
described. Finally, the reliability and validity of the used research methods are
explained.

3.1.

Research approach and method

The objectives of this study as well as the research questions focus on “how” and
“what” aspects, and therefore a deductive approach has been chosen. A deductive
research approach aims to use existing theories about the phenomena to guide the
research process and data analysis (Saunders et al., 2016, 569). Deductive
approach suits this study better than an inductive one since the aim is not to make
generalisations from the data but rather to test if existing theories support the data
analysis and help to explain the specific phenomenon being studied.

One way to divide qualitative and quantitative research methods is asking whether
the data collection produces numerical or non-numerical data. Moreover, the
quantitative approach focuses on the relationships between different variables and
the qualitative one studies and evaluates the participants’ expressed meanings and
relations between them. (Saunders et al., 2016, 165-168) This thesis takes a mixed
methods approach to conduct the research. Mixed method research combines the
qualitative and quantitative methods in the same study. The mixed methods
research in business studies may develop the field because using different methods
can potentially result in deeper understanding of business problems. The overall
purpose of this method is that the combination of qualitative and quantitative
approaches provides a better understanding of a complex research problem and
phenomena than either approach alone. (Molina-Azorin, 2016) The reasons for
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using mixed methods design can also be that using an alternative method may help
to solve the research problem when the initial method revealed insufficient data, or
the other method may help to explain issues and relationships emerging from the
other one. Additionally, using mixed methods may create a diversity of views to
inform and to be reflected in the study, as well as allow findings to be illustrated,
clarified, elaborated, confirmed or linked. (Saunders et al., 2016, 173) The chosen
multiple methods of this research are comparative case study and survey research.

Figure 7: Mixed methods research design

Figure 7 describes the chosen mixed methods research design and its relation to
the research questions being studied. The notions from social identity theory,
signalling theory and person-organisation fit theory help to design the mixed
methods research processes as well as formulate the research questions. SIT and
P-O fit theory both have their basis on describing affective elements which explain
organisational attraction and in return, signalling theory focuses on how to signal
these elements. Therefore, the quantitative part of the research focuses on the subquestion 3 and uses person-organisation fit theory and social identity theory in order
to identify attractive elements for job applicants. On the hand, the qualitative part
has its focus on answering the sub-questions 1 and 2 with the emphasis on the
tactics and strategies fuelled by signalling theory to attract the desired job
applicants. The combined results from both methods eventually help to answer the
main research question which is about understanding the modern talent acquisition
challenges in PSFs and the effect of CSR.
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3.2.

Case study: Selection of case companies and data
collection

For the qualitative part of this research, a multiple and embedded case study
approach was chosen as a data collection method, which means that two case firms
as well as two different groups from those firms are being analysed and studied.
Overall, case study can be described as an in-depth inquiry into a certain
phenomenon or topic in its real-life context and settings. It can also be understood
as an empirical study, since it is used to examine a specific case, often a modern
company or part of it, in a real environment and aims to understand it within the
given context. (Koskinen et al., 2005, 154; Eskola & Suoranta, 2008, 65;
Metsämuuronen, 2008, 18; Saunders et al., 2016, 184, 187) There are many
benefits in choosing a case study approach as a data collection strategy. The main
point in case study as a research strategy is that it focuses on the research setting
and how conclusions are derived and not on how the data is collected. Moreover,
case study can help to understand complex social situations but also allows
generalisations to be used in analysation. Case study can either be done with
qualitative or quantitative methods, or as in this study by using a mixed methods
research design. (Metsämuuronen, 2008, 17; Koskinen et al., 2005, 156-158)

The companies selected for this research both work in the same industry, are
relatively same size and offer similar services, and thus are somewhat competitors
to each other. To be more specific, they are both large global organisations and both
firms’ core business involves around audit, transaction, tax, law, business and
advisory consulting services. However, due to agreed anonymity for these
companies, more detailed descriptions cannot be provided.

Altogether four professionals (two from each) from these two companies were
interviewed.

These

participating

interviewees

represented

marketing,

communication, employer branding, HR, recruiting and corporate responsibility
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functions from these companies. The official titles of the interviewees can be seen
on Table 2.

Table 2. Background information of selected interviewees

Case companies

Interviewees’ titles

Company A

A1: Marketing Manager
A2: Recruiter

Company B

B1: Advisor (CSR & Employer Branding)
B2: Talent Acquisition Lead

There are many situations where an interview is a good data collection method, for
example in situations where the research topic is somewhat unfamiliar, or it is known
that the answers will be complex. Furthermore, interview suits for situations where
the interviewee’s answers are put in a broader context, in order to deepen
information and clarify results. (Hirsjärvi & Hurme, 2001, 35) Different types of
interviews can be classified into three groups based on how prescriptive they are
(Koskinen et al., 2005, 104). These three interview types are structured, open (i.e.
in-depth interviews) and semi-structured (i.e. theme interview), and this thesis uses
the latter one. Semi-structured interviews usually have list of themes and key
questions to be covered. However, some questions may be left out or additional
questions may be required in a particular interview, because of the given specific
organisational context. (Saunders et al., 2016, 391) Semi-structured interview, or
theme interview, has become the most used qualitative data collection method in
business and social science research. The effectiveness and popularity of this
method is based on its open nature and that the answers are not tied to any specific
ones. Moreover, predefined themes ensure the conversation stays in the specific
framework and helps to analyse the material. (Hirsjärvi & Hurme, 2001, 47;
Koskinen et al., 2005, 105; Eskola & Suoranta, 2008, 86-87) In this research, the
conducted interviews were semi-structured in nature, meaning that specific themes
were selected and questions to support those themes, but the conversation and
answers were left open. Moreover, some additional questions were asked to either
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clarify or deepen the interviewees’ answers and also to keep the flow of the
discussion natural. The general framework for the interview questions and themes
can be found on Appendix 1 and 2.

3.3.

Case study: Data analysis

For this research, thematic analysis was chosen as main approach to analyse the
data set derived from the interviews. Thematic analysis is one of the most commonly
used ways to analyse qualitative data because of its systematic yet flexible and
accessible approach. Thematic analysis can be used to analyse both large and
smaller qualitative data sets, and provide the study with rich explanations,
descriptions and theorising. The main purpose of this approach is to look for patterns
or themes that occur across the data set, and to code the data according to these
themes for further analysis. (Saunders et al., 2016, 579)

Before starting the analysing process of the interviews, the recorder material has
been transcribed, which is an essential part in qualitative interview research
(Koskinen et al., 2005, 317). In the data analysis phase, the common guidelines of
conducting a thematic analysis are followed and they are: becoming familiar with
the data set; coding the data; searching for occurring themes and identifying
relationships; clarifying themes and testing for potential propositions. The coding
part of the thematic analysis is used to form categories from the data which have
similar meanings. Coding is an important means to manage your data and to label
each piece of data within a data item with a code that summarises or illustrates that
extract’s meaning. A qualitative data set, such as document or transcript, may
include references to beliefs, events, actions, ideas, behaviours, policies, strategies,
conditions, interactions, outcomes, relationships and so on. The next stage of the
analysis focuses on searching for relationships and patterns in the list of codes
already formed in order to find and create a short list of themes which are relevant
to the research questions. In this context, a theme can be described as a broad
category including various codes which are related to one another and are relevant
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to the research questions being studied. This stage of theme searching is an
important part of the overall process of compacting the data, firstly by coding it and
then grouping this coded data into analytic and relevant categories. (Saunders et
al., 2016, 580, 584)

From the thematic analysis, three final main themes and nine subthemes that
related to the main topic of this research were discovered. The main themes are: (1)
responsible business, (2) investing in employees, and (3) image modification. The
emerged final themes can be seen on Figure 8 and are discussed more detailed in
the next chapter.

Figure 8. Thematic map of themes

3.4.

Survey research: Data collection and analysis

In addition to the case study interviews, a survey was done to deepen and give the
data analysis more diverse results. The goal of the survey was to discover affecting
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elements for job applicants in their evaluation of their future employer and career
decisions. Moreover, the survey was done in a more exploratory and descriptive
way, since it measured opinions and attitudes, in order to describe and identify
variability in this specific topic (Saunders et al., 2016, 439). The survey was sent to
specifically chosen people in order to reflect and compare the survey’s answers with
the interviews. The chosen people were current employees from the two case
companies and also ones that have started working in these companies within the
last ten months (from September 2018 until July 2019). This limitation was done in
the purpose of to get the most realistic results and also because the recruitment
process and job applying phase might still be in the participants’ latest memory.
Altogether 181 participants received an email with a link for the survey. By the time
this thesis was written, 77 people from 181 had answered to the survey, giving a
total answer rate of 42,5%.

From the research question point of view, the interviews are mainly for subquestions 1 and 2 while the survey is for sub-question 3. Moreover, the purpose of
the interviews is to find out the different talent attraction and employer branding
strategies of these case firms and the survey is intended to either support or
disprove these strategies from the job applicant’s perspective. In other words, the
survey serves as an additional data or secondary data while the interviews are the
primary data. While surveys can be used as the only data collection method, in this
study it was better to combine it with another method and to use mixed methods
research design (Saunders et al., 2016, 439). In addition, sustainability reports,
company websites, annual reports, social media and other publicly available
information were used as a supporting data. Information from these sources were
used to for example support results from interviews and also to prepare for them.

For the data analysis of the survey results, a few statistical tests were done in order
to point out any potential variances between differing groups. In addition to this, an
overall descriptive analysis for the survey results was done and will be discussed
later on in the next chapter.
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3.5.

Reliability and validity of the mixed methods

Both reliability and validity can be understood as the trustworthiness of the research.
Moreover, reliability refers to the idea of repeatability or replicability of the results
and in turn, validity assess whether the means of measurement are valid and
whether they are measuring what they were supposed to measure. Therefore,
validation is the process of verifying your research analysis and data in order to
confirm their credibility and validity. Furthermore, in order to achieve reliability and
validity in qualitative research is to eliminate possible forms of bias and increase the
researcher’s truthfulness about some social phenomenon by using triangulation.
Triangulation can be defined as a validity technique and process where
convergence is searched from more than one source in order to form categories
and themes in a study, and thus mixed methods research design is needed.
(Golafshani, 2003; Saunders et al., 2016, 206-207)

In order to avoid common data quality issues in semi-structured interviews, such as
forms of bias, some precaution actions and preparations were done before the
interviews. First, a thorough familiarizing of the thesis topic by literature review as
well as becoming familiar with the case companies (with annual reports, websites,
etc.) was done. After that, key themes for the interviews were developed and the
interview questions were sent to the interviewees beforehand. Lastly, the interview
locations were selected to be as safe and trusting environment as possible to the
interviewees, and thus the interviews were conducted in the case companies’ own
offices. Moreover, to ensure that forms of bias would not affect the reliability and
validity of the data, certain measures mentioned by Saunders et al. (2016, 401, 404405) were taken. At the start, to open the interview in an appropriate, reliable but
natural way, the meaning of the study, how data is being handled and assurance of
anonymity were discussed. Furthermore, additional issues such as commenting,
questioning, attentive listening, summarizing, as well as the interviewer’s
appearance and behaviour were avoided with the thesis writer’s experience and
profession that involves around interacting with and interviewing different people on
a daily basis.
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External validity refers to generalisability to which transferability is a parallel
criterion. In other words, can the research and its findings be generalised to other
relevant research settings. (Saunders et al., 2016, 204, 206) This was addressed
by increasing transparency by presenting a full description of the research context,
design and findings. On the other hand, another aspect to reliability in findings
derived from semi-structured interviews is that these types of interviews are not
necessarily intended to be repeatable. The reason behind this is that the topic being
studied may be dynamic and complex, and thus the research findings reflect reality
and situation at the time being collected which may be subject to change. The value
of semi-structured interviews comes from the flexibility to explore the complex
nature of the topic, and therefore repeatability would not be reasonable without
impairing the strength of this type of qualitative research. (Saunders et al., 2016,
398-399)

The reliability of the survey conducted was also addressed. The trustworthiness of
this study was increased mainly by two factors. Firstly, by limiting the survey
participants to recently joined employees of the case firms, it adds to the relevancy
of the results to overall career decision making. Secondly, by making the survey
anonymous, in regards to demographics such as name, address and employer, the
risk of distortion of matters decreases. The internal validity of the survey was also
considered. As previously mentioned, internal validity is sometimes also called
measurement validity since it refers to question of did the survey measure what it
was intended to measure and thus do the results of the survey actually answer and
represent the reality of what was intended to measure. (Saunders et al., 2016, 450)
In order to address this, other relevant evidence, such as the results from the
interviews, were compared to support these survey results. In addition, the survey
results were assessed in terms of their relevance and importance in trying to answer
the research questions. Moreover, the validity of the chosen measurements in the
survey were addressed by selecting themes and concepts which arose from the
literature review as well as using the survey conducted for example by Auger et al.
(2013) as the basis of this survey.
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4. EMPIRICAL FINDINGS

In this chapter the main findings from the empirical study are presented. First the
empirical findings are approach with the results from the thematic analysis of the
case study. After that, overall findings from the conducted survey are presented.

4.1.

Case study: Thematic analysis results

As previously mentioned, the thematic analysis of the interviews generated three
main themes and nine subthemes which are presented in Table 3. Next all the
themes and their subthemes are defined and related findings from the interviews
are presented.

Table 3. Final themes and subthemes of the thematic analysis

Theme 1: Responsible business
Every organisation operating in today’s modern economy are faced with the fact that
acting responsibly is no longer a voluntary choice. Factors such as globalisation,
affluence of companies, transparency and free flow of information, as well as
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pressure coming from governments, NGO’s and society at large, are the key drivers
for companies to genuinely act responsibly and integrate it as part of their business.

“All stakeholder groups as well as the public and consumers demand concrete
actions that are visible. Because we are a large global company, it is required for
us to be part of the society and take responsibility and to lead by example.”
- A1, Company A

“We are building are better working and business life for our customers but as well
to our own employees and to society.” – A2, Company A

Subtheme: The entity of responsibility
Corporate responsibility in general is difficult to define as it includes various
approaches and differs within different contexts. Therefore, there is no common
approach to corporate responsibility which would suit every company and that is
why each firm defines it differently. That is also the reason why the case companies
in this study have differing approaches, ranging from narrow to broader ones.

”Companies have other responsibilities than to just create economic value. They
have responsibility towards the environment but as well towards employees and
society, and thus have their own role in improving society from variety of different
perspectives.” – A2, Company A

“Corporate responsibility serves as an umbrella concept for corporate social
responsibility which traditionally is defined by companies having economic, social
and environmental responsibility.” – B1, Company B
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“It covers the responsibility as an employer and how do we contribute and
influence workforce in society and youth employment but also how do we act
towards our employees.” – B2, Company B

“We have internally divided corporate responsibility to include this responsibility as
an employer which means wellbeing, good leadership, good work atmosphere,
capability development, and youth employment. Then there is environmental
responsibility, participation to societal discussion and how do we influence in
society through different industry associations and other organisations, charity
activity such as helping non-profit organisations and supporting employees’
voluntary work, as well as supporting art, growth businesses, universities and
different kinds of talent networks.” – B1, Company B

Subtheme: Responsible consulting
Some businesses and operations are by nature more responsible than others but
also some not as obvious ones can be considered responsible in a way. Both case
companies highlighted this viewpoint and emphasized that their core business
services can also be seen as responsible and supporting for the society.

”Through our customer operations, we help our clients in a way that enables them
to do better business, be more efficient and be more innovative.” - A1, Company A

”Responsibility is an essential part of us already because our business activities
and for example our independence regulations in auditing rest on it. It means that
through our work, we make the economy more transparent and reliable to the
society, customers and investors, and thus we have a sort of a guarding role in it.”
– A2, Company A
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”We are essentially an auditing house, that pursues to ensure that clients act
according to laws and regulations, and in a rightful and responsible manner. We
also have other responsibility services and it means that they are not some clued
addons but rather part of the business.” – B1, Company B

“Responsibility has been an emerging trend, but one has to remember that in a
way responsibility has already been part of for example auditing and information
security services, and therefore we see that this role of supporting clients and
society to act according to laws and regulations has been our role from the
beginning and there is nothing new in that.” – B1, Company B

Subtheme: CSR integration
As previously mentioned, all firms should, and some are implementing a responsible
approach to their business and making it a fundamental driver of their business
operations as well as a foundation for their corporate culture and values. If done
successfully, it can become a competitive advantage for the firm.

“This CSR is definitely a competition and differentiation factor to companies.”
– A1, Company A

”It is important that CSR is integrated to the business and into all activities and
strategy in some way, in order to achieve responsible business and to really see
the crucial role of responsibility in our operations.” – B1, Company B

However, as stated previously, every firm approaches responsibility and
sustainability in a different way and thus there needs to justifications for choosing
which aspects of for example CSR to act on.
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“It all starts with having a good strategy and justifications to why something is
important to us in the business sense. Random activities do not serve in the long
run and rather it is important to have some goals on how to position and what
benefits our business. In this sense, it is good to select those matters and issues
which reflect our industry and are close to our business.” – A1, Company A

Theme 2: Investing in employees
One of the main characteristics of professional service firms (PSFs) is that they are
knowledge intensive which means that human capital is their most important
resource and asset. To these firm, as well as to many others, talented people are
key driver of corporate success, and the stakeholder value creation is heavily
dependent on the skills and knowledge of these professionals. Both case companies
brought out this perspective in the interview discussion. Moreover, all the subthemes in this section were also noticeably highlighted and emphasized as
important themes for both case companies in their publicly available information,
such as websites, annual and responsibility reports.

”We are a professional service firm and our consultants represent our firm in the
market and we do not have any physical product but rather, we sell a service
which is our employees’ expertise.”
– A1, Company A

“If you think about our business, it is largely based on people’s expertise and
sharing that expertise to clients and to society.”
– B1, Company B

Subtheme: Promoting diversity and inclusion
Themes of diversity and inclusion have been an emerging trend in recent years in
Finnish companies. Not does it only mean embracing all types of people, but it can
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also mean versatility in recruiting. Both case companies strongly emphasised this
approach and what it means for the talent acquisition in their companies.

”Our diversity agenda means people from different religions, different looking with
different backgrounds, and it does not only mean sexual orientation but rather a
more broader view.” – A1, Company A

“Studies show that the more diverse teams with people from different contexts,
competences and educational backgrounds, the more innovative and better they
are.” – A1, Company A

”Diversity and inclusiveness has been an very important value in our recruitment
and thus we want all kinds of teams with different people from variety of
backgrounds and with different capabilities to us.” – A2, Company A

”Capabilities and skills are so diverse, and therefore in the future we need to really
consider what kind of people to attract.” – B2, Company B

“Regarding to diversity, in more junior positions already certain competences and
transferable skills which are person related, rather than acquiring them from a
degree or through previous employer, are more important and it means a different
kind of war for talent, as you need to skilled enough to recognise these skills in
individuals.” – B2, Company B

Subtheme: Young people and career development
The workforce in the market is currently changing when younger generations enter
and have already entered the working life. It can be stated that there are a lot of
generational differences and that also means changes to expectations regarding to
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firms, jobs and work itself. Both case firms find this notion of differing value system
to be true when it comes to younger job applicants and especially highlighted the
importance of CSR related aspects to younger people. This viewpoint can be seen
in that younger people do not find work itself meaningful and would rather do
something that has a meaningful impact for example to the society.

”These responsible values seem to be more important to younger generations and
especially issues related to the environment.” – A1, Company A

“CSR definitely becomes a differentiation element for us and needs to paid
attention even more especially when the generation that is entering or has already
entered the job market do not find work itself meaningful but rather the work needs
to have a meaning. This is important for us to communicate to the market since job
applicants have changed and their hopes for work life have changed.”
– A2, Company A

”Different target groups value different things, but the trend seems to be that
younger people value more about information telling about responsibility aspects
and about values and if they match with their own.” – B1, Company B

”Younger people seems to think about these issues more than others.”
– B2, Company B

Also, changes in value systems equally mean changes in expectations about what
a career should look like for these future professionals. Interesting career, learning
and development opportunities are important elements of employment. These
aspects of capability and career development were important to both case
companies.
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”Expectations have changed so much and we need to adapt to that because a
message of building a career in order to become a partner does not work any
longer. This brings our problem of how to communicate that not only you can have
vertical opportunities but also horizontal ones, when this seems to be the desired
state of mind for young people and some professionals compared to older
generations.” - A2, Company A

”We emphasize that we are a house of many opportunities and here you can grow
as an professional. Here are endless opportunities to learn and develop oneself,
and we invest into career development so that people can have good learning
paths and learning curve in here. Overall this message works for our target groups
since often development and learning centred people are the ones applying to us.”
– A2, Company A

”Collaboration with growth firms, universities and student unions go under our
employer branding activity and so does our work on our employees’ capability
development and contributing to young people’s careers by coaching them to the
working life.” – B1, Company B

”Nowadays, you don’t just apply to one position and create only one profession
and rather people can have many kinds of careers in their lives. This is important
for us to recognise in recruiting, so that potential to other than just one specific
substance can be noticed.” – B2, Company B

Subtheme: Women’s role in working life
As previously noted, diversity and inclusiveness were important values to both case
companies. Both case companies have activities which ensure equality fulfilment in
the workforce and emphasised that women’s rights are a key theme in their CSR
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activity. As mentioned, these themes were also considerably emphasized in
websites and annual reports of both case companies.

”Women’s rights and role are a global theme to us and especially in the technical
side on how to get more women into technical roles and we have this local
program to that.” - A1, Company A

”Regarding to diversity and inclusion, we have invested into women’s careers and
for example have had this sort of mentoring program.” – B2, Company B

”These things are a global theme to us, and we launched this mentoring program,
and also we have these women networks, and different kinds of projects, and we
run this women’s leadership forum.” – B1, Company B

Theme 3: Image modification
In some cases, the general image of a company might come to a halt even when
the company keeps on evolving and developing. Moreover, as companies start to
incorporate

CSR

themes

and

aspects

into

their

business,

sometimes

communication about them is neglected. These both issues are essential to a
company’s employer brand and attractiveness especially when there is notable
competition for the best talent and the question of how to differentiate oneself in this
dynamic market.

”Digitalization and social media are based on transparency and are definitely partly
the reasons why companies do take this CSR issues seriously. It will be huge
brand loss is you neglect issues related to CSR or the environment.”
– A1, Company A
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Subtheme: Coherent communication throughout
After firms have successfully incorporated CSR issues as part of their business and
company values, it should be present in all corporate communication in order to
maximise its effect on corporate image. Both case companies expressed this notion
of including responsibility themes into all communications as well as brought up the
importance of management’s involvement.

”I think CSR should be part of all communications, since it is a key part of our
employer brand message and how we show our responsibility as an employer but
as well other responsibility aspects.” – B2, Company B

”CSR should not be only HR’s or marketing’s activity but that it comes genuinely
from the management, and so that the presence and voice of the management is
shown and that they are actively part of it themselves.” – A1, Company A

Subtheme: Realistic image update
As a surprising but easily understandable notion was that both case companies
mentioned having some burden of history affecting their corporate image. It comes
from the fact that both firms have started with auditing services and that image
continues to follow them even though they have developed into much broader
service offerings.

”We are still perceived as an auditing firm, and that creates half of our revenue,
but the other half of it is everything else and for example lot of it relates to
technological utilisation. In this way familiarity and re-branding are crucial in
attractiveness and how we are perceived.” – A1, Company A
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”We also have the problem of people not knowing our technology side and that is
one we have clarified to our employer brand. It all started from auditing but much
more has been built around it and all the time new teams who do slightly different
things and new kind of expertise is emerging.” – A2, Company A

”Unfortunately we still have image of being an auditing firm even though we have
multiple other service lines and also good industry knowledge. This means that
new kinds of teams are all the time emerging, but the market doesn’t know that as
well and we need to clarify that. However, the auditing business is also at a turning
point so the challenge in creating our employer brand is that how do we highlight
the other without doing it on the other’s cost.” – A2, Company A

”In a certain way we have been trapped by history’s image even though our
business is continuously developing and we offer new different kinds of services to
our clients and are looking for different employees and profiles all the time. The
image hasn’t kept up with the changes and we are currently trying to update it to
be more truthful.” – B1, Company B

In addition to trying to change or update their corporate image about not only being
an auditing firm, both case companies highlighted the traditional view about
consulting industry and its characteristics about being faceless and strict suit culture.

”We are trying to break the preconception about suit culture and excessive
stiffness and instead of bring out image of relax and open corporate culture.”
– A2, Company A

”The whole consulting industry has come down in attractiveness and it is more of
general trend right now that students are not that interested about the consulting
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business. The consulting industry is at a turning point because it is not anymore
about suit culture but instead of you can be as yourself.” – A1, Company A

”In our employer branding communication, we are trying to be less faceless and
cold and to be more easily approachable because when it comes to consulting
industry, humane isn’t the first thing that comes to mind and we are not the only
one with this problem.” – B1, Company B

”Our brand is strong and valuable and it definitely has meaning in both pulling and
pushing perspective, and the other being sort of facelessness that we are trying to
tackle.” – B2, Company B

Subtheme: Employer brand and differentiation
For modern companies to survive in today’s marketplace, a lot of weight and
importance needs to put on the image of the company but as well as to the
reputation and level of attractiveness as an employer. Both case companies
addressed this issue of positioning and investing into employer branding in
pursuance of winning in the war for skilful and talented employees.

”All companies and organisations need to invest into their employer brand
because there is fierce competition over talented people and you cannot just let it
rest on presumptions. However, it is also important to understand that it is not just
marketing efforts but rather it needs to be based on the truth in order for us to get
the right kind of people who fit and enjoy here, and therefore employer branding is
crucial to attract and maintain people.” – B1, Company B

”Recruiting is changing into even more about selling and needing to invest into
employer branding. We need to communicate about our services and career
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opportunities and to consider how we will profile ourselves differently in the future.”
- A2, Company A

”I feel that employer branding is very important and it needs to be familiar but also
genuinely attractive and truthful. Job applicants know where they are applying to
and are aware of our strengths and therefore the match needs to be mutually
right.” – B2, Company B

Moreover, in this process of developing their employer brand both case companies
highlighted that the employer value promise conveyed through employer branding
needs to be based on truth and real strengths derived for example from current
employees and external market research.

”We have systematically researched our core strength as employer and what
makes us different. We have now worked on our employer value promise and
genuinely based it on studied information and market knowledge.”
– B2, Company B

In addition to developing a compelling and attractive employer brand, it also needs
to be different than direct competitors have. However, as previously mentioned both
case companies have grown from the origins they started at and this means that by
having a more diverse service offering, they have entered a new field of other
competitors and no longer only compete with their traditional industry fellow
competitors.

”For people who are interested about this industry, for them it is important how we
differentiate from our competitors. However, we are no longer competing in the
traditional context but instead of with start-ups, and thus we need to emphasize
why come to us rather than going to a trendy start-up.” - A2, Company A
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”We no longer compete with our traditional competitors and the scale of
competitors is big and depends on the positions we are recruiting for. When it
comes to more common positions and recruiting students, the mass of job
applicants is vast, and differentiation becomes even harder.” – B2, Company B

Overall, it can be stated that the notions of signalling theory are most present in the
interview results. This means that both companies have realised all company activity
and communication needs to be coherent but also approachable and appealing
because job applicants interpret them as clues and signals about working aspects,
and thus evaluate how attracted they are to those aspects. It needs to be noted that
all the quotes from the interviewees are freely translated from Finnish to English for
the purpose of readable text. Also, some quotes or sentences from the same
interviewee may be combined.

4.2.

Survey results

As previously mentioned, the conducted survey was sent to current employees of
these two case companies in order to potentially compare some survey results with
the findings from the interviews. In addition to this limiting, employees who had
started working in these companies within the last ten months received a link for the
survey. This was done for the purpose of capturing the opinions of people who would
probably have recent memory about job applying. Altogether 77 people from 181
had answered to the survey, giving a total answer rate of 42,5%. The set of survey
questions that were in the survey form, can be seen on Appendix 3.

Firstly, the distribution of participant attributes, such as age and position, were
somewhat even and every option was represented. The distribution of answers of
these two attribute questions are shown in Figure 9. The results show that two
groups of people were most willing to answer this survey, associate level
professionals and people age 25-30. In addition, 62% of the participants identify
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themselves as woman, 35% as man and 3% did not want to tell. This result tells that
women were more willing to answer to an external survey compared to men. This
result also has some additional support from previous research which suggest that
women are generally more interested in topics for example related to sustainability
and CSR (Backhaus et al., 2002).

Figure 9. Career levels and ages of survey participants

In order to determine difference in the survey results and the variance of results
between groups, such as age, gender or position level, two statistical tests, were
done to question 1-5. The first one is analysis of variance (one-way ANOVA) which
compares the means of different groups on one dependent variable (question) when
the independent variable has more than two different answer possibilities. The
second one is independent t-test, which can be used when the independent variable
has only two response possibilities, such as in the case of gender. Much of the same
reasonings apply, since the ANOVA is basically an extension to the t-test. (Kao &
Green, 2008) The analysis results for the independent t-tests and one-way ANOVA
tests for question 1-5 can be found full on Appendix 4. For questions 6 and 7 a more
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descriptive analysing approach was used, and the questions are discussed later on
this chapter.

Overall, the results from both tests show that only two questions had statistical
significance from the group comparison analysis. From the results, it seems that
neither gender nor age has any difference to the answers since both tests in each
question being studied resulted in p-values over 0,05. Moreover, in questions 3, 4
and 5 the position level did not either reveal any difference in answers since the
ANOVA test resulted in p-values over 0,05. However, the p-value of question 1 was
0,004 and the p-value of question 2 was 0,010 which makes them statistically
significant since they are less than 0.05. These results suggest that the position
level, whether the survey participants are at the start of their career or already
experienced professionals, has an effect for example on significant the expected
social identity is or how relevant the image and reputation of their future employer
is seen. Next, a more descriptive analysis is given to the results.

Overall the survey results revealed that every question measuring attitudes or
values were all distributed in a somewhat similar way, when measured on a scale.
The scale used in the survey asked how important a specific aspect is to the
participant, ranging from 1 being not important at all and 10 being very important.
When asked about how important the general reputation and the image as well as
the employer brand of the future employer is to the participant, both questions had
similar distribution of results and strongly leaned to the right side of the scale. 41,6%
from the participants felt that the importance of the overall reputation and image of
the firm had a value of 9 on the scale and the mean was 8,34. In similar notion,
44,2% of the participants thought that the employer brand of their future employer
had a value of 9 as how important it is to them, and thus the mean was 8,74. These
results might suggest that participants feel conscious about how others feel about a
certain firm they might be associated with and are interested in firms with a good
perceived image. This is consistent with previous research and with the suggestions
of social identity theory, meaning that the expected pride or increase of ‘social
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status’ from being associated with a reputational firm seems to relevant to job
applicants. However as previously presented, the importance of the employer’s
overall corporate image and reputation has variances in regards to what stage of
ones career the survey participant is.

Although, the questions which measured the opinions about the associated social
identity, the degree of responsibility and the value congruence with the firm also
leaned towards the right side of the scale, they were more evenly distributed than
previously mentioned other two questions. Moreover, out of the three mentioned
questions, the one asking about how important the adding element of working in
certain company is to one’s social identity, was the most evenly distributed question
of all. This question had answers in every level of the scale, even though still more
on the right side. In addition, this question also had variance in answers in differing
position levels. These results might indicate that even when the perceived image of
the firm is important to job applicants, other value related aspects do not weight as
much in their career decision making. These results are somewhat contradicting to
previous research results since they do not support so strongly the arguments of
social identity theory, person-organisation fit theory, or the suggestion that the firm’s
level of responsibility is influential to job applicants. However as mentioned, the
results of these three questions still lean more on the right side of the scale (means
between 7,12-8,08), meaning that these aspects have some amount of relevance
to job applicants, if not as much as other literature suggests. The distribution of
answers to questions asked with this scale can be found on Appendix 5 and their
means and standard deviations can be found on Table 4 below.
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Table 4. Mean, median and standard deviation of answers to survey questions 1-5

Question

Mean

Median

Standard deviation

1

8,34

9

1,14

2

7,12

7

1,88

3

7,75

8

1,85

4

8,74

9

0,98

5

8,08

9

2,02

1

The next question measured on how the job applicants assess and evaluate the
level of responsibility of a certain firm. It was measured by providing a list of
examples related to corporate social responsibility and possibility to choose which
factors influence the evaluation of a firm for the participants. The results of this
question can be seen on Figure 10. These results show that the three most
important factors in the evaluation of a firm’s responsibility degree are the firm’s
activity aimed to ensure employees’ wellbeing, health and continuing learning and
development, as well as their assurance of ethical business operations. This might
indicate that at least in this industry context, job applicants are concerned about the
direct effects the work has on their life and how well the firm treats internal
stakeholders, such as employees, rather than how the firm behaves towards its
external stakeholders. Moreover, the importance of ethical business can be linked
to previously mentioned results related to overall image of the firm and how other
people might react to someone being associated to a certain firm.

1

1. How important is the general reputation and/or image of the company to you, when you
are searching for a new job?
2. How important is the associations of working in a certain company to your social identity?
3. How important is the company’s reputation as a responsible firm to you, when you are
considering about your next employer?
4. How important is the company’s employer brand to you when you are searching for a
new job?
5. How important is the value congruence between yours and the company, when you are
considering about your next employer?
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The results of this question also have congruence with the notions of signalling
theory since job applicants interpret signals about the firm as clues about how the
firm treats its employees.

Figure 10. Survey answers to question 6

The last attitudinal question evaluated the importance of factors affecting decision
making concerning a job offer. The question was measured by providing a list of
possible decision affecting factors from which to choose from. The results of this
question can be seen on Figure 11. These results show that the three most
important factors affecting job offer decisions for job applicants are the task diversity
of the position, career opportunities of the firm, and the competitive salary and
benefits offered. From a practical perspective, this result is not surprising. It
indicates that aspects which have a more direct and everyday effect on the
employees’ life can be seen to be more important than more abstract aspects.
Moreover, this result might resonate with the traditional view of this specific industry
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being highly business and success orientated than others as well as with some
existing research, namely Auger et al. (2013).

Figure 11. Survey answers to question 7

Furthermore, in this result an interesting factor is that the option of familiarity and
reputation of the firm was in the bottom three choices for these survey participants,
even when it scored high when another question asked how important it was for
them. Another slightly differing result was that company’s reputation as an employer
ranked fifth (out of ten) as decision affecting factor even though it scored very high
on the importance question. These two results might suggest that on a conceptional
and affective level these issues matter to job applicants but in reality, they do not
weight in the decision-making process as much as some more tangible matters.
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From an age comparison viewpoint, one particular finding was that survey
participants age 41-50 considered the company’s familiarity and reputation as well
as career development opportunities noticeably not as important compared to other
age groups. These results might partly be explained with the previously mentioned
results from statistical tests which showcased that career level stage has some
effect on how job applicants view perceived future employer associations. In
addition to this, younger survey participants age 18-30 considered the company’s
environmental friendliness to be slightly more important than other age groups. In
some way, this result adds to the existing literature about this theme and topic.

Overall, it can be said that the job applicants place relatively high importance to all
the asked value-based factors when considering their next employer. However,
even when these factors were given high importance value ultimately, they do not
rank as high as other more practical and more directly related work issues in the job
offer decision making.
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5. DISCUSSION
In this part, the combined results of both the quantitative and qualitative study are
discussed and reflected with the existing literature and theories. The aim of this part
is to answer the research question by relying on the presented theories as well as
on the results from the empirical research.

5.1.

Discussion of overall empirical findings

Answering the sub-question 1: How PSFs use employer branding in their
recruiting and talent attraction?
The attraction and retention of talented employees is an emerging issue and
employer branding has been seen as a critical tool for talent acquisition function to
assist in this challenge (Maurya & Agarwal, 2018). The increasing interest towards
employer branding strategies is evident by numerous articles on the academic
literature (Backhaus & Tikoo, 2004). This is also one of the most foreseeable
research result from the qualitative study and it suggests that employer branding is
a key part of the talent acquisition function of these case companies. From the
previously presented theories, signalling theory explains the growing importance of
employer branding in the most practical way. As individuals assess and draw
conclusions about firms by means of the clues and signals they receive, the firms
can consciously choose what kind of information it wants to communicate in order
to draw the attention of targeted people and thus increase their attractiveness
amongst them (Magbool et al., 2016). Job applicants also interpret signals about
the different images of the firm, to picture what working in there might be, and thus
that is why employer brand image is a key opinion influencing tool (Lievens &
Slaughter, 2016).

The qualitative research results show emphasis on few relative themes which these
two case PSFs focus on their employer branding strategies. First, both companies
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use their corporate and employer image strategies to communicate about the
different career and development opportunities they offer. Furthermore, both firms
have decided to highlight their corporate culture on their employer branding
messages. Both of these themes might be intended to tackle the traditional career
path from trainee to partner as well as the image of “suit culture” that is imprinted to
the consulting industry. These themes also might indicate that these employer
image messages are mainly targeted to more younger job applicant audience who
are at the start of their career and may not have created an opinion of their own
about a certain industry or position, and thus are more easily influenced. Moreover,
like any professional service, consulting is a people business and the management
of these human resources is integral. That is why the role of these professional
service firms is even more significant to younger generations because they influence
in shaping the expectations, skills and perspectives of future professionals at an
important phase in their career life (Richter et al., 2008).

Another aspect what the results show was that both firms want to differentiate and
extinguish themselves for example from start-up firms. They have done this by
communicating about their various service offerings and highlighted the fact that
their firms do not no longer only focus on traditional services such as accounting
and auditing but rather on new technologies and modern business services. This
strategical focus in employer branding can be explained by the fact that the term
itself suggests employer branding to be about the differentiation of a firm’s core
employer characteristics from those of its key competitors. Furthermore, the
employer brand is intended to highlight the unique aspects that the firm is offering,
and it is about a process of building an identifiable but one-of-a-kind employer
identity that differentiates the firm in the recruitment market field. (Backhaus & Tikoo,
2004)

Overall, the professional service case firms in this study have focused on
emphasizing their career development opportunities and about their culture and
values in their employer branding strategies. These findings are relevant in the
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sense that the survey results showed that for example development opportunities
and employee wellbeing are key factors for job applicants when they are evaluating
the firm on it being a responsible actor and as a future employer. In addition, the
case firms have used their employer brand in order to extinguish themselves from
direct and indirect competitors, and also used it in their talent acquisition and image
management efforts which is in line with the viewpoints of signalling theory.
However, it has to be noted that while both case firms see employer branding as a
crucial tool and a necessity in today’s modern recruiting, they have some differing
opinions about what the current state of the recruitment market and how fierce the
talent for war actually is.

Answering the sub-question 2: In what ways PSFs use CSR image in their
talent acquisition activities?
According to the previously presented person-organisation fit theory, job applicants
are most attracted to firms that have culture congruent with their own preferred set
of values. The theory suggest that organisational characteristics are viewed in light
of applicant’s own values and needs and so the perceived fit comes from the
applicant’s appraisal of the interaction between this match. (Behrend et al., 2009)
Moreover, research on person-organisation fit proposes that the employer brand
image represents the values of the firm and the better match it is between the values
of the job applicant and the values of the firm is, the more likely it is for the individual
job applicant to be attracted to the firm (Backhaus & Tikoo, 2004). This comparison
of values explains why the results from the qualitative study show both firms
focusing on highlighting their own corporate culture and values in their employer
communication.

Individuals with specific skillsets prefer to choose their employers based on how well
their aspirations mesh with the organisation. Expectations on work have changed
and increasingly more people tend to prefer socially valued characteristics over
financial ones. Continuing in the lines of P-O fit theory and by adding elements from
signalling theory, existing research shows that information about the firm’s
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environmental and societal values can influence the job applicant’s attrition,
perceived fit and job pursuit intentions. In other words, today’s job applicants may
also search for ethical and moral value congruence in companies, on top of looking
for match with relational and instrumental needs. This means that modern firms
need to have clear communications about their activity with societal issues and their
overall function in society in order to attract the targeted talent. (Story et al., 2016;
Turner et al., 2019)

The findings from the qualitative study suggest that these case PSFs for the most
part use CSR in their employer branding to communicate about their corporate
culture and values which have responsible and contemporary tone in them. Themes
which both firms have chosen to highlight are for example diversity and inclusion
issues, women’s role and rights, as well as the firm’s responsibility as an employer
towards the development of younger professionals and their careers. Furthermore,
both case firms see CSR as a tool to influence how the consulting industry is
traditionally perceived. Therefore, corporate social responsibility activities can be
used in image management to modify industry perceptions in order to be seen as
modern and responsible. This is essential from the talent acquisition activity
perspective, as it may increase organisational and employer attractiveness as well
as creates differentiation towards competitors.

Moreover, existing literature suggests that employer differentiation can be fostered
by reflecting CSR values in all the phases of talent acquisition, starting from the
talent attraction and recruiting. As previous studies have shown a strong connection
between employer branding and social responsibility, it might be beneficial to
present the firm as socially active and include CSR initiatives to employer branding.
Furthermore, by including CSR strategies as part of employer branding programs
and promoting the benefits of value-based culture, can firms achieve this
organisational differentiation in the highly competitive applicant market. (Story et al.,
2016; Tkalac Verčič & Sinčić Ćorić, 2018)
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Answering the sub-question 3: How much CSR factors influence career
decision making for job applicants?
Overall the survey results showcased a positive link towards the importance of
image and responsibility matters of the potential future employer for job applicants.
Aspects such as the general reputation and employer brand of the future employer
were especially considered important. Furthermore, the level of responsibility, value
and culture, and expected social status were also seen as important factor when
evaluating possible future employers but there was more variability in those
answers.

The importance of reputation and employer image is supported by many previous
researches. In addition, as mentioned in previous chapter, social identity theory
gives explanation to why these image related issues are important to job applicants.
Job seekers may be concerned about what other people think about being
associated with a firm with poor reputation and conversely may derive a positive
sense of identity from associations with respective and favourably viewed firm
(Backhaus et al., 2002). This notion of working in a positively reputational company
and receiving positive outcomes such as approval of others, brings forth the reason
behind why CSR image of the firm can also be seen as an important element of the
firm’s overall perceived image (Karasek & Bryant, 2012).

The most relevant and noticeable finding which helps to answer the research subquestion 3 was the finding that three most important job offer decision factors where
the ones, that have direct relations to job applicants’ daily life and broader issues,
such as the level of environmental friendliness and the company culture, were seen
as less important. This result is very understandable from a practical perspective
but also total opposite from some previous studies, such as Backhaus et al. (2002).
However, authors Auger et al. (2013) came to the same result, as they found out in
their study that for future knowledge professionals neither CSR reputation nor a
reputation as a good place to work were as important as material career facets such
as salary, promotion opportunities and compensation structure. They concluded that
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for these future professional talents working for a good employer is enough and their
employers do not have to be trailblazers in CSR activity. The authors continue to
suggest that companies may not need to pursue after eminent CSR reputation but
rather by having an acceptable reputation may be enough to be effective in current
recruitment market. (Auger et al., 2013) In a similar matter, authors Backhaus et al.
(2002) point out that having an exceptional environmental image adds little to the
organisational attractiveness but on the other hand firms with poor environmental
reputation can encounter challenges in recruiting and together with other image
weaknesses, can create a noticeable image management problem for the firm
(Backhaus et al., 2002). These findings are very much in line with the ones from this
study and support the notion that functional factors are the most influential to job
applicants in career decision making.

Moreover, when it comes to how much a firm’s CSR image and practices actually
matter for job seekers, previous research suggests that it is not as straightforward.
For example, authors Story et al. (2016) tested the impact of internal and external
CSR practices on organisational attractiveness. Their findings show that internal
CSR practices have a direct link to how attractive the organisation is perceived but
external CSR practices in general did not influence the attractiveness. However,
when fully mediated with organisation’s reputation, they influenced the ratings of
organisational attractiveness. This result indicates that internal CSR practices may
be more important for job applicants who are evaluating their future employers. On
the other hand, external CSR practices have more impact on the firm’s reputation,
which is also an attractive element for applicants, along with other positive
outcomes. (Story et al., 2016) Again, this aids in understanding why the survey
findings suggest that matters such as the employee wellbeing and career
development fulfilment (i.e. internal CSR practices) are significant for job seekers
but also why the employer brand and image are meaningful.

Another interesting result was that even though person-organisation fit theory,
amongst other literature, suggests that individuals find organisations whom they
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have value congruence with to be more attractive than others, this might not be the
case in every situation. Ideally, people’s perception of a firm is positively influenced
through the use of CSR in corporate communication which increases the awareness
of the firm’s values and culture. However, this notion is based on the assumption
that the organisational values align with the values of the individual and does not
consider the fact that some CSR matters might be more controversial than others.
(Turner et al., 2019) Moreover, signalling information about corporate culture, values
and CSR activity might not be understood or received in the same way by some
types of job applicants, and therefore might not influence their job decision making.
Work related values which are developed through life circumstances and education
are very likely to differ across different job seeking groups, and thus CSR values
being signalled might not demonstrate congruence with job applicants’ own needs
and values. (Albinger & Freeman, 2000) In other words, for knowledge-driven
organisation competing for the most talented professionals, the most desirable
target employees are those whose job preferences and requirements are more likely
to be influenced by the firm’s CSR fuelled signals.

These explanations help to explain the results from the survey which showcase that
the survey participants did not give as strong importance to value congruence
compared to other matters. This result also brings forth the question of the traditional
and typical view about the nature of this specific industry and about the
characteristics of people working in it. Moreover, this result might suggest that
symbolic attributes of the firm do not weight as much in future career decision
making than other factors. However, this finding is only relational because more
than two thirds of the participant still placed the importance of values to the top three
values of the scale.
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Answering the main research question: How does corporate social
responsibility (CSR) affect talent acquisition in large professional service
firms (PSFs)?
When trying to answer the main research question, findings from the thematic
analysis of the interviews, survey results as well as the outcomes of previously
discussed sub-questions, were analysed. The combined analysis of all study
findings gives a comprehensive understanding of the issue and brings forth some
key considerations and to which previously presented Figure 3 helps to
conceptualize the answer. First, starting from the attraction and employer branding
part of talent acquisition, it could be concluded from the findings that the firm’s
overall general image as well as reputation, whether it is CSR related or not, seems
to be the most important aspect behind job applicants’ attraction towards their
potential future employers. On the other hand, the firm’s corporate social
responsibility activity and reputation in that area can influence the firm’s overall
image in a positive way since it is an integral part of what constitutes to be a modern
responsible organisation. However, from the findings it seems that firms do not have
to be forerunners in CSR matters since it adds little to the attractiveness of the firm.
The findings suggest that by being positively active in common responsibility matters
might be enough and, in this way, firms could even selectively decide what matters
to focus on. Still, the survey findings indicate that some matters are more significant
to job seekers than others, them being for example the development and wellbeing
of existing employees as well as ethicalness of business operations.

Second, moving into the selection and recruitment part of talent acquisition. The
findings indicate that while image and CSR activity do matter, in the job offer
decision-making situation other factors outweigh them. Moreover, at least to these
skilled professionals in the professional service industry, compelling roles and tasks,
promotion opportunities, and employment benefits are the most relevant factors in
future career considerations. This indicates that exceptional CSR reputation does
not win against more direct functional benefits.
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Finally, it seems that these large professional service case firms have mainly used
CSR to modernize their image in order to appeal attractive in the recruitment market
field. From the point of view of the research question, corporate social responsibility
has mainly brought up an image management challenge for the talent acquisition
function. This means that building a coherent and compelling image in every
stakeholder interface has also become an activity for the HR professionals in the
firm. In other words, the employer branding activity in the process of maintaining a
positive and attractive overall image is crucial and its meaning for the firm is
increasingly important.

5.2.

Contribution to the literature

The present research and its findings contribute to the existing academic literature
in few ways. First, the notion that talent acquisition should be viewed in a more
holistic way and as a strategic endeavour that aligns with the rest of the business
(Cepin, 2013; Sahay, 2015), is supported in this research also. Moreover, this
research continues to follow the perspective that traditional recruiting should be
pared with recruitment marketing in order to improve the talent attraction activities
and strengthen the strategic impact of talent acquisition. This approach is evident
by the importance of employer branding in the results and thus continues to support
the given notion.

Second, the contributions to the research focusing on CSR and talent attraction may
be the most evidential ones from this research. The findings of this research add
support to the existing approach, made for example by Story et al. (2016), that even
though external CSR practices (i.e. community involvement, environmental activity)
have significant effect on organisational image, internal CSR practices (i.e. training
and development, diversity management, career opportunities) might be more
important to job seekers in their evaluation of employer’s attractiveness and job
choice. This contribution sheds more light into the discussion on what particular
elements of CSR are valued the most by job applicants. Furthermore, the role of
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reputation in employer attractiveness has been highly noted and discussed in
previous literature, and this research is no different. The findings of this research
bring out two aspects to this discussion. In job choice decision making, job
applicants rely on their overall image of a firm to determine its attractiveness, but on
the other hand, individuals tend to assign good reputation to firms they value
positively in terms of their employer brand and CSR image.

Lastly, the empirical findings of this research also make some contributions to the
existing research about talent acquisition and CSR from the perspective of the three
presented theories of signalling, social identity and person-organisation fit theory.
The findings of this research have noticeable support to the argues of social identity
theory, since the results showcase that job applicants are aware of the employer
image and reputation and its potential effect on their social identity. This finding
contributes to academic discussion about how individuals rely the formulation of
their self-image to the social groups they belong to and how other perceive these
group memberships. Furthermore, the results of this research contribute to the
signalling theory by introducing a focus point of strategical signalling from the point
of view of the employers into the discussion. This is revealed from the empirical
findings on how the case companies of this research have used employer branding
as a differentiation and image management tool in the market. The last notion and
contribution of this research opens up the discussion on how employer
attractiveness cannot be only explained with value congruence, which contradicts
with general arguments of P-O fit theory. This is because signalling information
about corporate culture, values and CSR activity might not be understood or
received in the same way by some types of job applicants, and therefore might not
influence their job decision making. This finding can potentially result in a
continuously changing balancing act and discussion about what type of value
alignment is most the sought after for the most desirable job applicants.

From the previously presented theoretical framework (Figure 2) three notions in
particular help to summarize the findings from both the qualitative and the
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quantitative study and they can be seen on Figure 12. First, CSR can be seen as
an important communication tool because being aware of the firm’s social impacts
and acting responsibly are something that constitutes of being a modern firm.
Second, because of the potential employer associations job applicants might feel,
having a good overall corporate image and reputation is essential. Furthermore, this
image management challenge is also important in the sense that it aids in becoming
and staying as an attractive employer but also helps in differentiation in the market
field. Lastly, the elements which compose employer attractiveness are according to
the results an appealing and competitive employment benefits together with a
reputational corporate and employer image. The concluded findings are discussed
more on the last chapter.

Figure 12. Summary of key findings
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6. CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter, the present research is summarised as well as main findings and
outcomes are concluded. In addition, the relevancy of the research from theoretical
and managerial contribution perspective is discussed and analysed. Finally, the
limitations of the study are defined and recommendations for future research are
presented.

6.1.

Summary of the research and key findings

The goal of this research has been to create deeper understanding of the potential
impact CSR has had on the talent acquisition in the professional service industry.
The increased relevancy and importance of CSR in the business world has made it
into something that is assumed and expected from modern companies. The
literature review within scholars indicated that CSR might act as an attractive
element for the potential job applicants. On the other hand, it also revealed that
research on professional service firms, and especially on their talent acquisition
function, has been comparatively sparse, and thus offered a research opportunity
to combine these three concepts. The existing discussion and literature about CSR
as an employer attracting element has been used as the basis of the discussion,
and in turn PSFs as the context where the research takes place.

The aim of this research has been to study the potential changes in the recruitment
market, both from the applicant’s perspective as well as from the HR one. The main
research question pursued to analyse how CSR affects the talent acquisition at large
professional service firms. To assist in this, some sub-questions were also created:
(1) how PSFs use employer branding in their recruiting and talent attraction, (2) in
what ways PSFs use CSR image in their talent acquisition activities, and (3) how
much CSR factors influence career decision making for job applicants. The research
has been done by using mixed methods, which means that the combination of
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qualitative and quantitative methods has been used in the empirical part of the
research. The qualitative part of the research was done with semi-structured
interviews to the chosen case companies. This was followed by a thematic analysis
with the focus on the first two sub-questions. The thematic analysis produced few
key themes which assisted in understanding the talent attraction and recruiting
activities of the chosen case companies. The quantitative part of the research was
done by conducting a web-based survey on current employees of the case
companies with the special focus on only relatively recently employed ones. The
survey results gave insight especially to the last sub-question and supported the
analysing process of job applicant’s decision making. After the empirical part, the
results of the research were discussed and reflected on existing theories and
literature. This resulted in some findings having support and clear linkage to
previous theories and explanations but also some exceptions which were not as
much supported in the recent literature about this topic.

The basis and context of this research has been the notion that firms in the
professional service industry need to have the most skilled and talented employees
as it is the source of their success, development, competitive advantage, and
ultimately their survival. On the grounds of the overall findings of the research it can
be stated that, in this industry context, strategic employer branding is a necessary
activity and the need for image management is evidential. Image management in
this context is about strategic long-term planning of all corporate communication in
order to create, maintain and refresh the overall public image and reputation of the
company, as well as to keep it appealing, authentic, coherent and up-to-date with
the current social values. Furthermore, when taking into consideration the aspect of
potential implications CSR could have on talent acquisition, it seems that CSR
activity and sustainable practices are mainly used to stay trendy, so to speak, and
attractive in the minds of talented knowledge-professionals, especially younger
future professionals.
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The current employer branding strategies of the studied case companies have
focused on the promotion and development opportunities they offer and about their
modern and socially value-based culture. This employer branding approach might
be effective since the survey findings indicate that in their career decisions, job
applicants value these kind of employment factors. Moreover, it seems that job
applicants seeking employment in this industry sector do not prefer prestige CSR
image or sustainability orientation over other more tangible factors. Following this
view, it can be stated that the key in attracting skilful professionals, through which
to gain competitive advantage, is to create reputation as an employer by offering
diverse, meaningful and constantly evolving opportunities with motivating benefits,
and a good overall company image, regardless of the firm’s CSR activeness.

6.2.

Theoretical and practical implications

Theoretical implications of this study mainly focus on the distinctive characteristics
and aspects of professional service firms and their talent acquisition. These findings
contribute to an improved understanding of how human capital challenges and
issues are managed in PSFs and continue for example the research by Kaiser et al.
(2015) and Bullinger and Treisch (2015). Moreover, the increased knowledge about
talent acquisition in the context of PSFs is important in the sense of that the influence
of professionals on societal norms and views, together with the global role and
importance of PSFs in their entirety, make them essential to modern society.

The findings of this study also support the notion made by Backhaus et al. (2002)
that there is evidential need for image management in professional service firms.
Furthermore, with similar manner the study adds knowledge on the importance of
the overall corporate image and reputation, such as authors Kissel and Büttgen
(2015) have previously concluded. Therefore, it is crucial for both the employer
brand and corporate brand to be consistent, in order to maintain identical and
attractive image across all relevant stakeholders. In addition, the study findings also
contribute to the social identity theory since job applicants value aspects such as
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the reputation and image of their potential future employer and thus are aware of
the associations to a certain company. In other words, individuals’ self-concepts are
partly influenced by how others interpret their membership to a certain organisation
and therefore the reputation of that group is important. This contribution can again
be tied to strategic image management challenge for PSFs. Lastly, the preliminary
data and findings indicating about job offer attributes contribute to the existing job
decision-making studies in this industry such as from Auger et al. (2013) as well as
to ones in other contexts.

From the managerial point of view, the main implications of this study are the
relevant practices that other managers could benefit from. This is because
established ways on how PSFs manage their professional workforce and address
their human resource challenges can be beneficial to other knowledge intensive
organisations who struggle with similar HRM issues. Moreover, the findings from the
qualitative study give insight to other professional service firms about the employer
branding approaches used by these case companies. Finally, the survey findings
give an indication to managers that job applicants in the knowledge intensive
industry do not prefer a prestige CSR image over other but rather it is crucial to
create and maintain an all-round attractive corporate reputation.

6.3.

Limitations and future research

The study has its limitations. This thesis explores talent acquisition and corporate
social responsibility from the perspective of the chosen case companies in a specific
industry context. This means that the processes, activities, challenges and more
have been analysed from the viewpoints of the observed industry, companies and
its stakeholders. Moreover, it means that all the areas or aspects of neither talent
acquisition nor corporate sustainability have not been covered, and therefore
creates the first limitation of this thesis. The second limitation arises from the
quantity of the data and especially its scarcity. Having only small sample size of two
case companies and limited number of two interviewees from each company affects
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the generalisation of the qualitative results. Followed by this, another limitation of
this study is that the case firms were chosen based on a theoretical rather than
statistical perspective, and to selectively focus on the specific type of professional
service firms. Moreover, the number of the chosen case companies also limits the
possible number of survey participants which can always hinder the answer rate as
well as the usability and practicality of those results.

The above-mentioned issues propose need for further studies and further analysis.
One recommendation for future research is to broaden the sample size of case
companies and interviews for a better applicability of the findings. Furthermore,
future studies could include other professional service firms, such as universities,
research companies and IT firms, which were left out in this study. This might
potentially showcase interesting commonalities or differences between different
kinds of PSFs and with their talent acquisition. In addition, by including job
applicants from these other PSFs, some variations in for example work values and
career demands might also arise.

Another future recommendation might be to deepen the analysis of the job applicant
career decision making in this industry. For example, by exploring the decisionmaking aspects in a more qualitative way (e.g. interviewing) or by conducting a more
open answer type of survey (compared to multiple choices one) might provide a
more in-depth answers from the participants. However, the empirical findings of this
study still give an insight to which employment factors are valued by this type of
talented knowledge-workers, which in turn gives important allusions to human
resource management in this professional service industry but also to others.
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APPENDICES

Appendix 1: General frame of interview questions for HR representatives
What is your title and position? And what are your main responsibilities?
How would you describe corporate responsibility/CSR yourself? What does it mean
to you?
What does corporate responsibility mean for your company?
How do you see corporate image’s and reputation’s significance in employer
attractiveness?
How do you see employer branding’s significance in recruiting and talent attraction?
In what ways have you built your employer brand? Have you decided to emphasize
some specific aspects or themes in it?
How do you see the current situation of the job market?
Do you feel that the “war for talent”, which specifically targets professional service
firms, can also be noticed in your company?
Have you noticed change in job applicants? Have for example values or factors
affecting decision making changed in your opinion?
In what ways could employer brand, that highlights responsibility, affect the quantity
and/or quality of job applicants in your opinion?
How do you see the future of recruiting in professional service firms?

Appendix 2: General frame of interview questions for CSR & communication
representatives
What is your title and position? And what are your main responsibilities?
How would you describe corporate responsibility/CSR yourself? What does it mean
to you?
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What does corporate responsibility mean for your company?
Could you roughly describe your company’s CSR strategy and its main focus
points? Have you decided to emphasize some specific stakeholder or aspects in it?
How do you see corporate image’s and reputation’s significance in employer
attractiveness?
In what ways marketing and communication functions participate in building of the
employer brand in your company?
In what ways have you built your employer brand? Have you decided to emphasize
some specific aspects or themes in it?
Have you used themes related to responsibility in your employer branding
communication? How about in any other corporate communication?
Have you noticed a change in the topics and themes used in corporate and employer
branding communication?
How do you see employer branding’s (and/or corporate image) significance in
recruiting?

Appendix 3: Survey questions
1. How important is the general reputation and/or image of the company to you,
when you are searching for a new job? (1=not important at all, 10=very important)
2. How important is the associations of working in a certain company to your social
identity? (1=not important at all, 10=very important)
3. How important is the company’s reputation as a responsible firm to you, when
you are considering about your next employer? (1=not important at all, 10=very
important)
4. How important is the company’s employer brand to you when you are searching
for a new job? (1=not important at all, 10=very important)
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5. How important is the value congruence between yours and the company, when
you are considering about your next employer? (1=not important at all, 10=very
important)
6. What things do you pay attention to the most, when you are considering how
responsible a company is? You can choose as many as you like
•

Company’s participation to climate change issues

•

Company’s activity with charity organisations

•

Company’s assurance of equality and diversity fulfilment

•

Company’s activity in women’s, children’s or minorities’ issues

•

Company’s participation with local communities

•

Company’s effort in employees’ career development and learning

•

Company’s effort in employees’ wellbeing and health

•

Company’s approach to environmental friendliness

•

Company’s operations’ level of ethicalness

7. What aspects influence the most to you when accepting a job offer? You can
choose as many as you like
•

Company’s familiarity and reputation

•

Interesting and diverse job description

•

Company’s career development opportunities

•

Company’s environmental friendliness

•

Company’s culture and values

•

Good salary and employment benefits

•

Company’s products and services

•

Company’s reputation as an employer

•

Company’s stable finance

•

Company’s flexibility towards work

8. What is your current position level?
•

Trainee

•

Junior Consultant / Entry level

•

Consultant / Associate
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•

Senior Consultant / Middle Manager

•

Manager / Senior Manager

•

Executive / Partner

9. How old are you?
•

18-24

•

25-30

•

31-40

•

41-50

•

51-60

•

over 61

10. How do you identify yourself?
•

Woman

•

Man

•

I don’t want to tell

Appendix 4: Independent t-test and one-way ANOVA test results for survey
questions 1-5
Question 1. How important is the general reputation and/or image of the company
to you, when you are searching for a new job?

Independent Samples T-Test - Gender
Gender

n

Mean

Standard

t

df

p

0,317

51,725

0,752

deviation
Women

48

8,35

1,14

Men

27

8,26

1,2

Total

75

8,32

1,15
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One-Way ANOVA - Age
Age

n

Mean

Standard
deviation

18-24

16

8

1,1

25-30

35

8,23

1,31

Over 31

26

8,69

0,85

Total

77

8,34

Sum of

df

F

p

2,725

2

2,132

0,126

1,278

74

4,003

76

Squares
Between
groups
Within
groups
Total

One-Way ANOVA - Position
Position

n

Mean

Standard
deviation

Juniors

18

8,11

1,29

Professionals

32

8

1,11

Seniors

27

8,89

0,79

Total

77

8,34
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Sum of

df

F

p

6,407

2

5,740

0,005

1,116

74

7,523

76

Squares
Between
groups
Within
groups
Total

Question 2. How important is the associations of working in a certain company to
your social identity?

Independent Samples T-Test - Gender
Gender

n

Mean

Standard

t

df

p

-0,021

47,665

0,984

deviation
Women

48

7,1

1,81

Men

27

7,11

2,1

Total

75

7,11

1,91

Mean

Standard

One-Way ANOVA - Age
Age

n

deviation
18-24

16

6,75

2,11

25-30

35

6,86

1,94

Over 31

26

7,69

1,50

Total

77

7,12

103

Sum of

df

F

p

6,548

2

1,930

0,152

3,392

74

9,94

76

Squares
Between
groups
Within
groups
Total

One-Way ANOVA - Position
Position

n

Mean

Standard
deviation

Juniors

18

6,39

2,48

Professionals

32

6,81

1,86

Seniors

27

7,96

1,10

Total

77

7,12

Sum of

df

F

p

15,983

2

4,865

0,010

3,286

74

19,269

76

Squares
Between
groups
Within
groups
Total
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Question 3. How important is the company’s reputation as a responsible firm to you,
when you are considering about your next employer?

Independent Samples T-Test - Gender
Gender

n

Mean

Standard

t

df

p

1,3396

54,770

0,186

deviation
Women

48

8

1,85

Men

27

7,41

1,82

Total

75

7,79

1,85

Mean

Standard

One-Way ANOVA - Age
Age

n

deviation
18-24

16

8,31

2,06

25-30

35

7,29

1,99

Over 31

26

8,04

1,31

Total

77

7,76

Sum of

df

F

p

7,318

2

2,245

0,113

3,260

74

10,578

76

Squares
Between
groups
Within
groups
Total
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One-Way ANOVA - Position
Position

n

Mean

Standard
deviation

Juniors

18

7,44

1,88

Professionals

32

7,75

2,18

Seniors

27

7,96

1,37

Total

77

7,75

Sum of

df

F

p

1,442

2

0,416

0,661

3,464

74

4,906

76

Squares
Between
groups
Within
groups
Total

Question 4. How important is the company’s employer brand to you when you are
searching for a new job?

Independent Samples T-Test - Gender
Gender

n

Mean

Standard

t

df

p

-0,917

67,079

0,362

deviation
Women

48

8,69

1,07

Men

27

8,89

0,8

Total

75

8,76

0,98
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One-Way ANOVA - Age
Age

n

Mean

Standard
deviation

18-24

16

8,94

0,77

25-30

35

8,74

1,07

Over 31

26

8,61

0,94

Total

77

8,74

Sum of

df

F

p

0,526

2

0,555

0,577

0,947

74

1,473

76

Squares
Between
groups
Within
groups
Total

One-Way ANOVA - Position
Position

n

Mean

Standard
deviation

Juniors

18

8,83

0,88

Professionals

32

8,72

1,08

Seniors

27

8,70

0,89

Total

77

8,74
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Sum of

df

F

p

0,103

2

0,108

0,898

0,948

74

1,051

76

Squares
Between
groups
Within
groups
Total

Question 5. How important is the value congruence between yours and the
company, when you are considering about your next employer?

Independent Samples T-Test - Gender
Gender

n

Mean

Standard

t

df

p

0,675

51,228

0,503

deviation
Women

48

8,19

2,01

Men

27

7,85

2,14

Total

75

8,07

2,05

Mean

Standard

One-Way ANOVA - Age
Age

n

deviation
18-24

16

7,63

2,6

25-30

35

7,97

2,22

Over 31

26

8,498

1,09

Total

77

8,078

108

Sum of

df

F

p

4,105

2

1,018

0,366

4,032

74

8,137

76

Squares
Between
groups
Within
groups
Total

One-Way ANOVA - Position
Position

n

Mean

Standard
deviation

Juniors

18

7,78

2,51

Professionals

32

7,81

2,31

Seniors

27

8,59

1,10

Total

77

8,077

Sum of

df

F

p

5,523

2

1,344

0,267

4,109

74

9,632

76

Squares
Between
groups
Within
groups
Total
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Appendix 5: Survey answers to questions 1-5
Question 1.

Question 2.
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Question 3.

Question 4.
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Question 5.

